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SCANDAL IN
SANTA FE

tarantulas and
other
unplaasant
things.
Happiness Her Game.
"These trips were punctuaed by
smaller trips to surrounding placos
where game was to be found. My
husband was hunting animals; f was
' hunting happiness."
',

FIRE CAUSE

.

MOB

LYNCHES,

AFTERNOON

TUESDAY, MAY 25; 1909

3005I-VEL-

T

PANIC IN

SURPRISES

SCHOOL

NATIVES

BLACfc

BRUTE

IN ARKANSA8

.

Lovett
Pine Bluff, 'Ark., May 25.
Davis, a negro,
charged with at.
tempting to criminally,, assault a
girl here, Friday night, was tak- FIVE CHILDREN FATALLY BURN- CRACK' SHOOTING
OF HIMSELF
MRS. H. 5. REED WOULD DIVORCE
en from the jail at midnight by an
'
ED during' COMMENCEMENT
VAND- - SON ASTONISHES'
HER BANKER HUSBAND AT
unmasked mob of 100 men and hang'
'
THEM.
EXERCISES.
CAPITAL.
ed to a telephone pole on one of the
prin'lpal s.treet.8. Just as he was
beiag raised high above the street,
BASES ACTION ON CRUELTY the rope broke and the body' fell to LITTLE GIRL DROPPED CANDLE ESSE AT THE NEWSPAPERS
the ground, but it was immediately
raised again and left hanging. The BLAZE INSTANTLY
COMMUNICA- SAYS STORIES APPEARING ABOUT
EXPOSED TO HARDSHIPS AND
sheriff hadH'aced a heavy guard In
. H1M ARE PURETED TO FLIMSY
SUMMER:,
DANGERS
OF REMOTE
the jail, but the mob overpowered the
'
DRESSES.
WILDERNESS.
deputies and the cell was broken open with a sledge hammer.
.
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HER

MADE

JOHNSON
HANDSOME

MOTHERS

MISERABLE JEFFERIES WILL FIGHT

LIFE

SOCIETY

WOMAN

AND THEATERS.
u

Los Angeles, Calif., May

'

i

AUDIENCE
Chicago, May 25.

The
divorce oo:irts of this city will, be
treated to thrilling stories of hunting
adventures n the divorce suit of Mrs.
H. S. Reed, of Hollywood,
society
matron and wife of H. S. Reed, presi
dent of a tank in Santa' Fe, New
Mexico, owner of valuable farn lands
in .the Imperial Valley and the holder RAIN SAVES A NEGRO
FROMPOSSIBLE LYNCHING
of much Los Angeles realty.
, Mrs. Reed asks for a decree on the
Centerville, la., May '25.
Appre
grounds of cruelty; this cruelty ac hension of a mob attack on John
oording to Mrs. Reed, lies in the al- junkin has been relieved by a rain
legation that her husband would rath- which has driven the crowds off the
er hunt big game !n remote, regions streets on the opening day of the ne-and expose Aer to the hardships and ro's trial t for the murder of Miss
dangers of the wilderness than settle Clara Rosen, a young woman who on
the eve of her marriage to a Wyodown to a happy home life.
Two 'hunting trips through the ming mining man, was brutally murmountain snows, numerous encount- dered. Armed guards protect the
."
ers with fierce Alaskan hears, a third prisoner.
'into
unexthe practically
expedition
plorel regions of Lower California, PRICES IN WC3L
where the rattlesnakes and mountain
lions made life a worry and peace of
EI AEKET ADVANCING
mmd an impossibility, will figure
largely in the testimony. Mrs. Reed
Boston, May 25. Prices in the lo
says she wonld rather have a pretty
wool market continue to advance
cal
own
little home of her
than travel
about In the wilds and kill the beasts while, the new clip is arriving from
' .... '
to be found thereC v ,
the West in heavy lots. Saks are
.
Peak.
Honeymoon tn
going on briskly, manufacturers be
"Thev were married r little over two
ing in the market in large numbers
years ago In Denver, the bride being and
they are making demands for all
a resident of that city. She says she
Purchases are being made
grades.
knew she was to have a surprise as a
on the "spot", and "to arrive." In
honeymoon trip, and expected a pleas- territorial wools the
buyers ara takant one; 't Was different from any"
all the wool offered. Utah wool
ing
cool
thing she had anticipated. The
is selling steadily from 23 to 27
promenades of Southern Italy were
or 65 to 67. cents scoured.
not for her, the gay boulevards and cents,
More eastern , stock is beginning to
theaters of Paris were not destined
not in large quantities.
to be graced by her presence. Neither' show up but
was she to linger in the beautiful
gardens of Vienna and listen to the FRAMING LAWS TO
PROTECT CATTLE INDUSTRY.
soft music of the royal bands.
The honeymoon trip was strenuous,
Chicago, May 25. A national law
she Insists, because the place of rethat
will, protect the cattle Industry
treat selected by the groom was the
by
pure food,, for these ani
providing
a
clouds
of
top
peak surrounded by
and snow banks' and peopled by tim- mals, and also protecting such prodber wolves, bears., canned beans and ucts, is being drafted by members of
the National Association of Feed
hard tack.
At least Mrs. Reed alleges that such (Dealers, now . in session here, ine
was the case. She was close to na- members believe such a law will re
be-tcattle, better markets
ture, but she didn't feel the call pt the sult .in
and
;
better
prices.
wild. She longed for that ljttle home
she bad pictured a home of her own.
Honeymoon Success for Him.
BEGIN' TO HARVEST
'The honeymoon was a decided success so far as hunting went," said
WHEAT IN TEXAS
V
Mrs. Reed. "I remember one nigut
when my husband was called away. '
We:had-beeChicago, May 25. Private advices
trailing a bear and the
animal had taken up a position som j received, hex state that the harvest
distance away on a cliff wall. He hal ing of wheat began in three counties
been wounded and was not in a docila in Texas today, and the yield will be
frame of mind. I was left there with 14 to 15 bushels to the acre on an av
a little crippled boy, who acted a.i erage. H. Ha. Kycrort, unicago grain
camp cook. I was compelled to. sit up expert, however, declared this esti
through that lonely, cold night, with mate to be 50 per cent too high, as a
the snarls of the enraged brute In my prolonged drouth in the Lpne , Star
ears and the yapping of tbe( wolves state precluded such a yield. The n-about" me. I sat there with jnj'r'Vi nouncement 'did not' affect the prices
across my knees .waiting .for daWInS in Chicago materially as May wheat
, and help.
.
;' on the board of trade early sold' at a
cents.
new high record price,. 135
one.
"That trip was a very tryin.-Indeed. We returned only to tn on The latest completed statistics make
the" yield-o- f
in the United
wheat
another hunting trip to Alaska.-ThaStates In 1908, 634.087,000 bushels. In
was followed by a third to
California whprA It. was a matte ?f maf.y quarters It Is ascertained that
will
be under
facing the rattlesnakes and mvmtaln this year's harvest
tm.l 60,000.000 bush Ala.
cats and living among centlpe-V25.
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CRAZED ENJOYING

BEST OF HEALTH

ONLY IN AMERICA.

James J. Jefferies
persists in his stand that if he fights
Jack Johnson it must be somewhere
in America.
His latest declaration
to this effect was brought out by a
letter jUBt received from Hugh Mcintosh, the Australian, fight promoter,
who is in England, asking him to refrain from closing a match with
Johnson without first giving him an
opportunity to bid for a fight Jefferies
continues strenuous training daily'.
,

BECAME

IS CHANGED FROM

PLAUDING

GROUP

TO

FIGHT-IN-

AP-

WITH FINE HUNTING
AND SUCCESS OF THE EX

DELIGHTED

v

G

MOB.

V

PEDITION.

Five
Central City, Ky., May 25.
children who took rart in the commencement exercises at Mrs. B. C.
Boyd's school in this city last night
were bnrned,' It Is believed, fatally;
the audience was changed from an
applauding group into a fighting
.other children
mob, and several
were slightly injured, when one, of the
little girls' dropped 'a lighted candle,
communicated
which immediately
flame to her muslin 'dress and in a
twinkling, five dresses were afire.
reach their chil
Mothers fought-tdren, who were veritable small .bonfires on the stage. The children, tortured "by ' 'paii attempted .to leap over
the footlights to their parents and
one child succeeded It, Jumping into
the lap of 'her aunt, who was seated
in the front row. Cool men rushed to
the stage and smothered the flaming

Nairobi, British East Africa, May
25- A "staff c6rrespondent of the a
sociated Press returned to Nairobi
this morning after a two days' visit
as the guest of the Roosevelt camp.
Colonel Roosevet and his son are in
remairkably good health and delighted with' the success, of their expedi'
"
tion.
l'i .
The accuracy of the rifle fire of
both "Roosevelt and his son Kermit,
has astonished even the old Settlers.
Kermit killod recently, at close range,
a hyena that attacked blinand he
p.l.-come near making a record bag
.
...
&t a female- - wart hog'?""'.'---RocievIt was' modi i .annoyed at
certain special dispatches appearing
in American and English" newspapers
Press to
and requested
say that no .newspaper has a repre
sentative with th party and any speclothing.
cial dispatches are sheer Inventions.
Those. believed to be fatally burned , "Moreover, he says, any details
are:
which purport to be thus obtained
DOROTHY CLAY, 8 years.
can only be due to bribery, and it .is
ZELMA CLAY, 10 years.
safe to state that a dishonorable man
LOUISE MARSHALL, 12 years.
giving a bribe- and a dishonorable
NELLIE McQTXEJARY, 8 years.
man accepting the same woutd be wilRENA MAY MILLER, 6 years.
ling to invent untruths for money or
traffic in other forms of dishonor."
FOUR PERISH WHEN
-
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FARM HOUSE BURN8
Otatuniwa," la., . May 25. John Car

years, and
ter, an old soldier ager
the three Children of his daughter,
to
burned
Mrs. Lela Shaw, were
death in a fire which destroyed the
Shaw house at Eldon, 12 miles east of
of here early today. Mrs. Shaw is
employed during the night and left
the children with their grandfather.
The fire was caused by the overturning of a lighted lamp during a storm.
75

U.

SIX KILLED IN

"

MARYLAND WRECK

Wilmington, Del., May 25. The
north bound Norfolk express ran Into
a freighjt train on a siding two miles
below Salisburg, Md., on the New
York, Philadelphia and Norfolk railway this afternoon. Six men were
killed and several' injured.

S. GOVERNMENT

TAKES

HAND IN GEORGIA
Washington, May 25. The depart
ment of Justice has given Attorney
General Wickersham a free hand to
deal with the Georgia railroad fire
men's strike which is Interfering
with the mails.;. Several communities
road
passes
through which the
have given an ultimatum that trains
over this road win 'not be permitted
to carry negroes or strikebreakers as
firemen. The result is tliat no trains
are running and V. S. mail Is being
congested at the distributing points.
'

DEPUTY

.

STRIKE

The Immediate cause of the strike
was the discharge of ten white firemen and the filling of their places
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DOWN TO

WORK
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GRAND AND PETIT JURIES WERE
EMPANELLED TODAY FOR
.

BIG .CALENDAR.

CASES' ABE SET FOH

TUIAL

,

much-wante-

be-iif- g

,..

''

ENGINEERS SURVEYING

:

INDICATIONS
SESSION

ARE FOR ' A BUSY
AT THE PRESENT
TERM.

PRISONERS

;

ENTE8

i

PLEAS

JUDGE

E. ;V. LONG TO ASSIST IN
PROSECUTION OF MRS.

In the district court this
morning
the special venires issued to complete the panel of the grand and petit
Juries were returned by Sheriff Cleo- f as Romero and the parties
summoned were examined as' to their
lta
Pat McElroy, summoned as a grand
juror, askad to Te excused from jury
service on the ground that he was a
member of the B. Romero Hose company and had been .an active member
of that; organization since 1901,. a
period of nineteen years. He was
excused from service. ' Thomas Foster and Pike Havens, summoned to
serve on' the petit Jury, each asked
to tie exoused on the ground of illness,, and the court excused Mr. Fos
ter from1 sorvice. :,.'; ,,"'
The grand jury was then sworn in
,

was made foreman.' The following ia
the personnel of the grand and petit
juries for the present term:
Grand Jury;
Antonio" Archuleta, foreman; Ben
ito Nelson, Jose Blea, Manuel Gar
cia, Cesario Lujan, Donaciano Bustos,
Esequiel Sanchez, Simon. Gallegos,
Benardo Baca, Manuel Montano, Juan
B. Garcia, Juan Encinas, Catarino
Esteban Montano, Jose Ulibarri,
Sablno Lujan, Patricio1 Ortgea, Robert
T. Long, W- - G. Ogle, George Hubbell
'.and Gregorio Alires.
Petit Jury,
Jose M. Garduno, Juan Gonzales,
o
Gavino Vigil, Benito A. Encineas,
Roybal, Pablo Lucero, Hipolito
o
C. de Baca, Napleon Fontaine,
Arellano, Jose Tiburcio Rolbal,
Francisco Barela, Benito Garcia, Nico
las T. Cordova, Jose A. Baca, Jr.,
Modento Aragon, Simon Bustamente,
Hilario Delgado, Nazarlo Montova,
Manuel Flores y Esquibel, Juan Lopez, Epifanlo Gallegos, Valentin Rol
bal, Dlonicio Montoya and Pike Hav.

SITE FOH RESERVOIR
Step" by step, the reservoir project
is nearing the stage of absolute certainty, regardless of the fact hat the
anvil chorus is loud in proclaiming
that nothing will come 'of the enterprise.
L. I Stimson, chief engineer for
D.
together with Guy
John
Watson, George
Woodbury,
Camfield and Jured Brush of Greeley,
Colo,, arrived in the city last night,
and this afternoon they started out" to
the reservoir ite to begin "the work
of surveying the reservoir and ditches. This work will probably require
ten days or two weeks, as they will
make a very thorough examination of
the project, from which they can
make a very close estimate as to the
cost of construction. If Mr. Stimson
reports favorably, there is practically
no doubt whatever about the work
being taken up and pushed to early
completion.
Inasmuch as the govrenment engi
neers have on three different occasions pronounced the project feasible,
there can be little doubt regarding the
Conclusions Mr. Stimson will form. It
is not unreasonable to suppose that
within a year waters will be flowing
in the ditches.

Pa-dill- a,

.

Cre-cencl-

Flor-enci.-

ens.

-

The ca3e of the Territory vs. Juan
Lucero. Albino Manzanares and Car
ies Flores, indicted for an " assault
with rocks upon, one Canuto
in the town of La Cuesta on the 11th
day of October, 1908, was set for trial
this afternoon. ,jesKrs. Long, uun.
Ker ana Huniter appearing ior ine
defendants. The "primary ,' cause ' of
the row was politics and bad whls--

,

SHERIFF SENA

Unless'' Sheriff Cleofes Romero and
Sheriff Enriaue Sena are
greatly mistaken, they have in the
county jail on the West side, "Bajy"
Gordon, wanted tor the murder of
iPtpr Dieter, a wealthy ranchman at
'kie', Colo., and for 'whom a standing
reward of $."00 is, offwd by Sheriff
.

i;illlRT liFTS

..

with negroes! Commissioner of Labor
Nell Is due to arrive in Atlanta tonight and will make an effort to set-ti- e
the trouble. It is not at all unlikely that deputy U. S. marshals will BEVERIBGE DEFENDS
be called into service to accompany
the' trains on which mail is being
HIS TARIFF VIEWS
transported and It may become necessary to use United States troops to
Washington May 25. Defending his
open up the lines on this system.
,f
view that the pledges of the Republican party were for a revision of the
tariff downward. Senator Beverldge
from
today
quoted
extensively
remarks made by Taft prior to his
nomination for the presidency. He
insisted that his speeches were accepted by the people of the country as
a declaration on his part to the conF. E. McMillan, of Pueblo, Colo.
servative forces ' of the party, that
Deputy Sheriff Sena made the at-- , there would be revision on all duties
rest several days .ago in this city,, In ordr that they might be lowered.
taking the suspected murderer into He Baid that to place the view of
custody scon after he had alighted the president correctly before the
from a Santa Fe train. As the man country he would introduce Into the
answered the description and picture record all of the public statee"-- - of
of Gordon sent ont by the Colorado the president relating to ih? tariff,

ARRESTS JiIURDER SUSPECT
Donutv

authorities, Deputy. Sena lost no time
in getting him behind the bars.
Since his arrest, the ' man " who
gives his name a Jas. W. Williams,
and says his home la at Custer City,
Okla., has been
until today. When he learned what
he was being held for, he became
somewhat nervous, and when told that
he; was wanted for murder and that,
hia name was "Bay" Gordon, he exhibited great surprise.,
, '
t1
In an interview with an Optic rep
resentative at the county 'jail "this
morning, Jie talked rather freely, and
said if necessary he would give his
history. He stated that he had been
working on a farm in Arizona, where
he had a sick sister, and that he was
was on, his way home .when arrested.
He asked the officers if they thought
he was the Gordon, and when told
that they did, he paled, but. beyond
this showed no outward signs of
alarm.
The suspect tallies almost exactly
out by
with the description sent
Sheriff "McMillan of Pueblo. He has
a Boar over his eye, and a wire rope
scar on his forearm, which are par
ticularly mentioned in the circular.
He'is' six ' feet tall, weighs between
15 and ' 160 pounds, has blue' eyes
and brown hair and is smooth shaven',
all of which tallies' with the printed
description of him.
Oordon was a cowboy and a former
member 'Of the. Carver wild west
Another prisoner in the jail,
show,
whowa used as a stool pigeon tjy
the- sheriff, claims to have secured an
admission from the suspect ' that he
was a good rider and a former member of- the- Carver show, and if true,
this is another very damaging thing
"
'
against him;
Several telegrams have been ex
changed between the Pueblo sheriff
and Sheriff Homer, each tending to
This
verify Gofdin's identification.
afternoon Sheriff Ronoero .had .the
suspect's picture taken and this wlll
be forwarded to Pueblo.- If the Colorado' authorities are then satisfied
that the. map tn jail here 18 the
Gordon, he will.be taken ,to
Colorado. In the meantime he is
closely guarded in the connty
jail.

EDITION

.

Seduction Case Settled.
In the case of the .Territory vs.
Pedro Guiterrez, indicted at th3 last
term of court for "seduction, the
complaining witness being a girl un
der the ago of 14 years named Dioni-cl- a
Dominguez, it was announced in
Court this morning by friends of the
defendant and prosecuting witness,
that the patries were to eater; the
bonds of matrimony, and upon doing
announced
so the district attorney
that the indictment would be , dismissed against the defendant.- Rtiflno Garcia, indicted for afi assault upon Santiago Lucero, ajUeeed'
to Wve occurred on November last,
was set for trial at 2 o'clock this aft;
ernoon.
V.
Long entered his apJudge E.
pearance for the prosecution in the
case of the Territory vs.-- Virginia
f"o Te'tlebaum. cbargel wi'h
j V.iKIpz
j
(Continued on Page 5) ,
'

.
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FRUITS OF

The Last Straw.
Status of Korean Miner.
"J am entirely friendless," remarked
The Korean miner possesses all the
good qualities of a miner with very the man of gloom. "Why, do you know,
I bowed to the inevitable, and
few of his defects, being physically
me!"
it
cut
As
to
and
handle.
strong
very easy
regards the amount of work done, it
Is estimated that two Korean miners
Live Well the Present Day.
are more than equal to one white
y
well .lived makes every yesminer.
terday a dreamof happiness and every
a vision of hope. From
" The Yeggman.
the Sanscrit.
A "yegg" or "yeggmap." might be
defined as a cross between a tramp
Bookworms.
,
and a ) burglar.' "Yeggmen" travel
There is no doubt that all books
about the country always by stealing kept for a long time in libraries and
or begging rides on freight trains, other places become the abode of the
and their operations are generally con- germ and, microbe.
fined to banks or postofflces in the
smaller towns.
The Tartar's Manners.
When a Tartar invites an1 honored
If you want to feel well, look well
him he will take
and be well, take Foley's Kidney Rem guest to dine with,
the
by the ear and lead him to
guest
tones
edy, It
up the kidneys and the table.
bladder, purifies the blood and restores health and strength. Pleasant
If We But Knew How.
to take and contains no harmful
Whatever
happens to anybody, It
not
commence today?
drugs. Why
O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
may be turned to beautiful results.
Drug
Co.
Walt Whitman.
to-da- y

,

LIBERALISM

To-da-

By REV. A. C. DIXON, D. D.,

Partor of the Chlcaio
Church

A. (Moody's)

Chicago.

'

In both religion
and ethics liberalism has attempted
to transfer the
seat of authority
from the will of
God as revealed in
the Bible to each
one's - inner
Reason
hag been exalted
above 'revelation,
and the ethical
sense is made the
arbiter of right
The
i
j and wrong.
fruit of this is that
every man who believes it has his own
standard of religion and morals, which
varies with the state of his physical,
mental and moral health. We have in
the last chapter of the book of Judges
the . working of this vagary when
"every man did that which was right
in his own eyes," and I know of no
darker days in human history than
those chapters record. When men are
taught to do as they please, reason and
conscience become easy preys to prejudice, passion, ignorance and sin.
But the worst fruit is the loss of respect for all authority which prevails
to an alarming extent "It is not the
authority of the Bible only," says President Eliot of Harvard, "which has declined during the closing century. All
authority has lost force authority political, ecclesiastical, educational and
domestic." And then he adds: "The
world has had too much authority, and
not enough of, love and freedom." And
.
i
1.AI4.
l I l
of some kind, degenerates into license,
and a community In which love and
freedom hold unrestrained carnival,
without the restraints of law, would
not be a desirable place to live in. This
revolt against authority is filling our
prisons, while it keeps gibbet and
electric chair busy. It develops and
fosters the spirit of anarchy and,
'
strange to say, it has helped to
Roman
Catholicism, for
strengthen
men who have been won by argument
trrtm thai faith tn tha Tlfhla na ailthnr.
itative will soon see that their reason
and ethical sense, which they have
been taught to trust, are fallible and
often misleading. Finding the need of
some guide they can trust, they turn
Infalin their reaction to the
lible church and give everything over
.:
to the priest.
An Encouraging Feature.
But the encouraging feature of the
present situation is the fact that in
losing respect for all authority, people
have lost respect for the authorities
that inveigh against authority, and
they are turning back with renewed
confidence to the Bible. And this re
volt against authority, which has encouraged Independent thinking, will restore confidence in the authority of the
Bible Just as soon as men learn to
read and study the book untrammeled
by the influence of Insurgents against
all authority. And. they will become
truly untrammeled when they have
watched the workings of this revolt
against authority in the home, the shop
and the state.
It is an alarming fact that there has
come to some New England communities a disintegration and degeneration
of public morality which, according to
Dr. Horr,,who gave several summers
to a careful study of the subject, has
brought them down in moral tone below the mining camps of the west. De
generates m western mining camps
are willing to acknowledge that they
are bad, but not so with degenerates
in New England. They commit the
sins of the mining camps while they
lay claim to respectability and refuse
to admit their guilt. The reaction
gainst Puritanism demands something
sinful, so that morality with some has
become bad form.
Have Let Faith Go. v
"In 90 per cent of the New England
owns the large majority of the people
have no, intelligent faith about any
unng ana ao not. wisn to have any.
Serious religion which interferes with
Is
personal aims and pleasures
shunned and its advocates ridiculed.
'The condition seems utterly hopeless.
In such jilaces the liberal preaching ol
the past decades and the refined criti
cism of the holy Bible have enabled
the people to throw off nearly all re
straints of conscience, so that God is no
longer loved nor feared, and "human
life grows ctieap.
I am sure of this.
"that wherever the pulpits of New Eng
land have been untrue to the Bible-anthe Deity and the authority of Christ
in those places irreverence, profanity.
Immorality and godlessness - almost
hopelessly exist."
There has been
complete loss ol
the senf.e of sin. and with this loss ol
the sense of sin goes the indulgence ol
sin w ithout protest of reason or conscience. God la held to be a sentimentalist, whose laws may be violated with
impunity because he Is too merciful tc
punish offenders. With hells of guilt
on every side consuming body and
soul, tie hell of the Bible has been
pronounced a nightmare of mediaeval
horror, and thus the restraining powei
of
the only .deterrent for coarse
!,;u;ires, is removed,' while love foi
Kitcl; a God of mercy without Justice
anil ; ruth weakens and dies for thf
e.

.
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FINANCIAL

man has not good reasot
for 'ioiiiK a thing he has a very gooi
r:;.;.:n tor Jetting it alone. Scott
o

tax

.......

..

Material-

102.52
960.20

,

Labor .... .... ......
Feed for team
Repairs,
Improvement,
etc.,
,"..
City lighting
Public health, account..
Legal printing
Stationary,, blank books,
etc., .... ..............
Office supplies
.,
Police department ......
Judiciary
Salaries, clerk and treas- -

181 2G

$1243.98

293.55,
212.73
13.65
12.60
2578.25
250.00

...............
. ....... 4. ...

950.00
139.00

.

City engineer
Fire Department Account: '
Feed for team . ';
,
,' Maintenance
Jail account:
Feeding prisoners ......
Light, etc.
' City property ..
Assessor's fees
Contingent account.....
Appropriations for library
Crosswalks
Cement
Two cars sewer pipe....
'
Freight on 1 car sewer
.

.

s

308.64
942.49

'

'

1251.13

Salt-Rheu-

307.00

.........

325.15
701.12
334.64
19.65
988.00

18.J5

'

;

'

160.25
1868.65

-

..........

AGENCY

97.79

467.95
88.55
300.00
53.09

72.00

IX

1540.08
$15061.15

.

(

;

$15061,.15

more slloPpin

$
,

..

139.15
2259.39

.

$ 2398.54

$ 2398.54

"

1,

1909

.;.

$
V

1,

WHITE APRONS

;

211.83

,

'

"

$ 5682.61

'

1,

days, and the May Sale will be a thing of the past.

J

198

"

$
$

WHITE MOHAIR

69c

SERPENTINE CREPE

16c,

SUNBONNETS

,

PERCALE

25c.

WRAPPERS-S-

oc.

12.26

;

'

BARRETTES

25c.

7;

.

DRESSING SACQUES

49c.

Pretty styles in the kimono
Large size, plain "and fancy
Very pretty new designs
both light and dark colors. Barrettes in shell and amber. sacque styles, made of lawn.
75c values.
Values to 50c.
Regular 12jc quality.

460.99
274.81

4250.00

-

'

-

473.54

t

'.

735.80

CURTAIN
$

735.80

1,

t.;''

..

$' 473.64

RECAPITULATION.

Balances on hand In:
General fund
Water fund
Interest fund
' Park fund

,

25c

in

'

,

LISLE THREAD GLOVES

25c.

FANCY CFETONE-l- Oc

v

f" tods

-

2953.86

''

'
.

1,

Received from taxes
War. No. 47 to park treas.
Aasessor's fees on collection of taxes .'.
,
Balance

Grand total on - hand

And those six days

.

PARK FUND.

--

FOB BUTTERICK PATTERNS

New designs in the 33 inch
Women's, Misses' and ChildNeatly made, good quality
Serpentine Crepe. For house ren's, neatly made bonnets in percale wrappers, in fast colors.
'
$1.25 styles.
t
garments. 20c value.
allpolors. 35c values.

145.44
2953.86

1909

-

..

Co.

3850.81

;$ 5583.31

$ 5682.61

1909

Many weak, nervous women have
been restored to health by Foley's
Kidney Remedy, as it stimulates the
kidneys so they will eliminate the
waste matter from the blood. Impurities depress the nerves, causing
nervous exhaustion and other ailments. ' Commence today and you
will soon be well. Pleasant to take.
O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug;

44 inch, silky finish, extra
Good quality, two clasps, in
Full size, white tjawn aprons
with bit and betelles and long white, black and slate.
All quality m cream white. Regular
90c quality.
in
35c
sizes
the
ties. 35c values.
quality.
j

!

:

Balance on hand April

tion.

$ 1831.80

Received from taxes.-..-- .
Interets paid ,
f...
Assessor's Fees on colec- tion of taxes .......
Balance .
.... '

Balance on hand April

celebrated two masses in the
chapel of the Holy Child at Rociada
Sunday morning to a large congrega-

,

INTEREST FUND.

"'

Father Krayer, parish priest at

i.au

86.71
211.83
'

Balance on hand April

,

Can you afford to let this opportunity pass? Seldom, indeed, are suits such as these
offered at such a low price. Our choicest ones, worth from $25.00 to $30.00are in this grand!
lot and everyone is a correct style and a new one. Think the matter over and you will surely
to 11 5U on your suit.
decide that it s worth while to save trom

$2100.00

,

.... .....

sorts. There is a sure cure for all
kinds of stomach and liver, complaints constipation and dyspepsia.
Ballard's Herblne is mild, yet absolutely effective In all cases. Price
50 cents per bottle. Sold by Center
Block Depot Drug Co.

Tailormade Suits- - $17.50

.

1908 '

1908

Smile

,.

1,

Received from Taxes.! i .
Paid to'Agua Pure Co..
Assessor's fees on collection of taxes..
.
Balance ... .

P.alance on hand April'

A

is a pretty hard thing to accomplish
when you're blue, bilious and out of

splendid special items advertised will still be offered (except where some lots have been
closed out)" and several new., brie-hsnecials will be disnalaved for fhe last- si.-- v- Have .
j
j

$1540.08
WATER FUND.

'

Balance on haUd April

Register.

t

,

1,

1909

Balance on hand April

R. OTERO.

MANUEL
,

Last Week of The Mav Sale.
)

Balance on hand April

,

- E.5TABU3 HED

90.80

Advanced to D. Jones ac.
grading
. . ,
Fuel
k
Grading 5th St. about Pk.
Grading Inters, of StB...
Election .:
Balance
.

J-- 4

'399.09
9.45

Pipe

.

M., FOR by all leading druggist.

CONTEST NOTICE.
(Serial No. 06603)
Department of the Interior, United
States Land Office Santa Fe, N. M..
April 24, 1909. A sufficient contest
affidavit having been filed In this office by Percy Lee Beal, contestant,
against homestead entry No. 14404,
Secmade May 27. 1908. for, NW
tion 33, Township 17 north, range 21
east, New Mexico principal meridian
by Peter Meyer, contestee, in which it
is alleged that Peter Meyer has wholly abandoned said land for more than
six months last past, has never established a residence thereon and is
not now residing upon and cultivat-- '
ing said land as required by law.'
Said parties are hereby notified to
appear, respond and offer evidence
touching said allegation at 10 o'clock
a. m. on June 24, 1909, before Robert
L.'M. Ross, U. S. Court Commissioner at Las Vegas, N. M., that final
hearing will be held at 10 o'clock a.
m. on July 6, 1909. before the register and receiver at tlie United States
land office in Santa Fe, N. M.
The said contestant having, In a
proper .affidavit filed Santa Fe, N.
1909, set forth facts
M., May 13,
which show that after due diligence,
personal service of this notice cannot
be made, it is hereby ordered and directed that such notice be given by
due and proper publication.
Record address of contestee, Orchard, Iowa.

,

....

.

,

good health, with its Blessings, must understand, quite clearly, that it involves the
question of right living with all the term
implies. With proper knowledge of what
is best, each hour of recreation, of enjoyment, of contemplation and of effort may
be made to contribute to living aright.
Then the "use of medicines may be dispensed with to advantage, but under ordinary conditions, in many instances a
simple, wholesome remedy may be invaluable if taken at the proper time and the
California Fig Syrup Co. holds that it is
Territorial Engineer Vernon L. Sulalike important to present the subject
of Santa Fe, who examined into
livan,
truthfully and to supply the one perfect a
of water rights disputes in
number
laxative to those desiring it.
the lower Pecos valley, will, .this
Consequently, the Company's Syrup of
week, go over the Sacramento river
Figs and Elixir of Senna gives general
system in Clevo county, with a view
satisfaction. To get its beneficial effects of
posting "himself In the matters- of
buy the genuine, manufactured by the the Sacramento valley Irrigation com;
California Fig Syrup Co. only, and for sale
at
which are under

.

City pound
Fines .,
....
,
' From
insurance commissioner
', : . . '.
From subscribers for crosswalks. .
Account approaches
. ... ....
Library collections
From subscribers for night piUV.e..
Notes of D. Jones, Jr.
.
Expenditures
Street and Alley account:

urer

Who
Would Enjoy

'

.!..'
... ..........

... ....

Business licenses

.

V';m

'

,'.

"Balance on hand April 1, 1908. ....
Collection of taxes .....A......

1

..-

N

'

Dog

Alt

litigation
pany
present, application having been made
to him for1 various water rights on
the
stream and tributaries.
and Mrs. W. T. Thornton, of Guadalajara,': Mexico, ate
v
840 91
Won't Slight a Good Friend. ,'
guests of General and J. P. Vlctc"-'- '
"If ever I need a cough medicine
8459 71
at Santa Fe. They were called there
3790 93
on account of the serious illncs? of again I know what to get," declares
Mrs. A. L. Alley of Beals, Me., "for
3.00 General Victory.
44 60
after using teTi bottles of Dr. King's
New Discovery,' and seeing Its' excelBiliousness and Constipation.
265 .50 For years I was troubled with bil- lent results in my own family and
471 74
others I am convinced It Is the best
iousness and
150 64
constipation, which medicine made for
coughs, colds and
made life miserable for me. My ap10 93
lung trouble." Every one who tries
78 00
petite failed me. I lost my usual It feels Just that way. Relief is felt
force and vitality. Pepsin prepara- at once and its quick cure surprises
477 25
tions and cathartics only made mat you. For Bronchitis, Asthma, Hem467 95.
ters worse. I do not know where orrhage, Croup, La Grippe, Sore
I should have been today had I not Throat,, pain In chest or lungs its sutried Chamberlain's Stomach and preme. 50c and $1.00. Trial bottle
Liver Tablets. The tablets relieve free. Guaranteed by all druggists.
the ill feeling at once, strengthen the
digestive functions, purify the stomThe Rock Island has begun; the
ach, liver .and blood, helping the sys- construction of a new
freight depot
tem to do its work naturally. Mrs
Rosa Potts, Birmingham, Ala. Thesa at Tucumcari. It will be an addition
to the passenger station. Later on
tablets are for sale at all dealers.
in the summer it Is announced that a
Governor Curry has appointed two new passenger depot will also be conadditional territorial mounted police- structed.
men: Ike Herrin of Lincoln county,
A Happy Father ..
an Q. Sadler of Otero county.
Is soon turned to a sad one if he has
Kills to Stop the Fiend.
to walk the floor every night with a
The worst foe for 12 years of John crying baby. McGee's Baby Elixir
Deye, of Gladwin, Mich., was a run- will make the child well, soothe its
ning, ulcer. He paid doctors over nerves, Induce healthy, norma slum$400.00 without benefit. Then Buck-len'- ber. Best for disordered- bowels and
Arinca Salve killed the ulcer sour stomach all teething babies
and cured him.
Cures Fever-Soreneed it. Pleasant to take, sure, and
Bolls, Felons, Eczema,
safe contains no harmful drugs. Price
Infallible for Piles, Burns, Scalds, 25 and 50 cents per, bottle. Sold by
Cuts, Corns. 25c at all druggists.
Center. Block Depot Drug Co.

STATEMENT OF THE CITY OF LAS VEGAS,
THE FISCAL YEAR ENDING MARCH 31 1909.
GENERAL FUND.
',

Revenues

Chamberlain's Liniment '
This is1 a new preparation and a
good one. It is especially valuable
as a cure for chronic and muscular
rheumatism, and for the relief from
pain which it affords In acute inflammatory rheumatism. Those who have
used. It have Invariably spoken of It
in th highest terms of praise. Lame
back, lame shoulder and stiff neck
are due to rheumatism of the muscles, usually brought on by exposure to cold or damp, and are quick
ly cured by applying this imimeni
freely and massaging the affected
Soreness of the muscles,
parts.
whether induced by violent exercise
or injury, is allayed by this liniment
For sale by all dealers.

SWISS-1- 0c.

SILK PETTICOATS

4.98.

MESS ALINE

9 2c

Extra
Yard wide white swiss, with
quality guaranteed. All silk Messaline. 27 inch
Taffeta
Petticoats
dots
and
in black and wide. Old rose, white, hrnwr.
figures. Regular
fancy
colors. $6.50 values.
12$c quality. .
and grey. Worth $1.25.

$ 1540.08

211.83- 2953.86

473.54
In

'
,

"

$ 5179.31
-

CHAS. TAMMB.
City Clerk.

.

48c.

SILK GLOVES

SATIN FOULARDS

75c;

HOUSE DRESSES

178- -

Extra qualityall silk FoulPure silk, double finger tipped.
Pretty styles of house dresses
black
and
ards, in the. newest designs. made of 'good quality percale.
Tan, mode, slate,
white. 65c values.
Worth $2.25.
Regular $1.00 quality.

:

-

,

I5MTANT

DECISION

BUTMNEY

GENEBAL

Attorney General Frank W. Clancy
has handed down the following Important opinion to collectors of coun,
ties:
'Hen. John K., Griffith,

'

'

-

'

essential to have the water applied
the whole length of the row as nearly
at the same time as possible. It Is a
general principle of irrigation that
the ground should be flooded as little
as possible, and the tunaller the quantity of water that In Msed, the better
the results that will be secured If the
land la sufficiently wet
If the rows are "sledded out" with
a log three or four feet long and
about the same size as the furrow on
land that takes water readily and is
inclined to become over wet at the
upper end of the row, the water will
run through the rows in half of the
tip required in a loose, rough ditch;
and by regulating the amount of..water
so that It runs in the furrow ( only
ahout as fast as it soaks Jnto tire row
along the whole length,
vey little
water will be wasted. . The yield of
beets in the Arkansas Valley has been
much increased where this method
has been practiced.
f
T,he logging sleds are made so that
two rows are smoothed out at once.
This plan of smoothing out the fur
rows saves water, prevents land be
coming over soaked, and gives higher
yields of crops.
Where.lt Is desired to apply only a
small quantity of water, as in growing alfalfa In rows for seed, It Is
possible, to apply Just enough water in
this way to fill and develop .the seeds,
and prevent starting an after growth
of hay. Logging sleds can be made
from six by eight-Inc- h
timbers, or
from round butts of large poles. The
runners are usually made three and a
half feet long.
; '

WAGON MOUND NEWS

TRY THIS FOR
YOUR COUGH

(Special Correspondence.) .
Wagon Mound, N. M., May 25.
What a fine rain that was on the
19th. It has wet the ground to a
'
good depth, in this' vicinity.' It is
was
farmThe
that
it
hoped
general.
ers are wishing they had more of
their seeds planted.
Mrs. J. B. Stout was' in town yesterday and reports overj 200 little
chicks and nine ' turkeys at their
ranch.
Geofge McKellar who was no badly
hurt by falling from his horse a
week ago, is reported very low.
Grandma Padilla Is slowly recover'
ing from her recent illness. ' v
Mrs. Epimenio Maritnez was out in
the vicinity of Piedra Lumbre

'
District Attorney,
Socorro, N. JL
Dear Sir: I have to acknowledge
receipt Of your letter of the 15th Inst,,
enclosing copy ot another from Mr,
col?
Robblns, treasurer and
Jector of Sierra county. The view suggested by Mr. Robbinsthat he ought
to receive commission on all moneys
received by him, because he is responsible therefor and is compelled to
give expensive bonds for its safe' ;
''
keeping, is a natural one, and one
which has frequently been- - urged, but
Edward H. Lewis returned this
it is not correct The general rule
week from Denver, where he has
of law is that public officers are enbeen attending Park's Business coltitled only to such compensation as
lege. He says that New Mexico's
is provided by law. If the legislaclimate is much milder than Colorature should create an office and make
do's.
.
no provision for compensation, any
, Professor Vaughan's
lecture was
person accepting the office would he
enjoyed by all who were out to hear
- '" ,
required to discharge Its duties, no
him.
matter how burdensome, without any
This town is to have a teachers'
pay whatever.
institute In July which will be held
Apply this doctrine to ,the present
here for one month, it is reported
matter, we find, by Section 3, of Chapthat there will be about forty teach
ter 45 of the Laws of 1907, that couners In attendance and that those at
collectors
ty treasurers and
tending for 3rd grade certificates will
are" to receive for their services cerbe paid $15.00. That should be an intain percentage "upon all moneys for
ducement for a larger attendance.
taxes and licenses collected or reHaving read in The Optic of the
ceived by them." If they receive any
nuisance the "Dandelions" are on the
Las Vegas lawns,' your correspondent
moneys from any other source than
taxes and licenses, they must hold
concluded to write for publication
REAL ESTATE TRANSFERS.
and account, for that money without
the recipe for wine, which is a good
Warranty' Deeds.
healthful
any commission thereon.
beverage for this time of
Socorro Baca et als to Juana Maria
Tours very truly,
Gonzales de Martinez, September 22, the year as it is a good tonic and
blood medicine, thereby making good
(Signed) FRANK W. CLANCY,
1893, consideration $25, conveys lands
use of the. "nuisance." ' ' "
Attorney General.
at Los Alamos, N. M.
. Dandelion Wine.
Nicolas Salazar et at to Boaz W.
Three
quarts of blosoms, (do not
MARKING OF SANTA FE
Long, February 27, 1909, consideraTRAIL SOON TO BEGIN tion $500, conveys lands in San Mi- - wash) add four quarts of cold water
boil five minutes.,
let cool 48 hours,
.1.
euel coiintv.
straln
cloth, and .add
a
though
Kansas
Theo. Thompson to Frank J.
Through the .efforts of the
3 lemons and 3 lbs of
of
Amsugar
$l,'JuIce
of
consideration
the
1909,
19,
ner, May
City chapter, Daughters
4
erican Revolution,, the work of mark- conveys lots 5 and 6 blk. 3 Fairvlew ,to quarta of iuice boil flve minuted
d set'aside to ferment
put ln ars
ing (the 15ft miles of the Santa Fe Add.
11 take9 3 or 4
eeks.
Skim ,the
Faustin Gutierrez to Amada Ortiz,
trail in Missouri will be begun with- .
ta
au
Jl
- wnen nnisned
Iormsand
1908.
in a few days. The Missouri state de Gutierrez November 25.
settled then bottle for use.
160
to
$1
sideration.
acses
$3,000
conveys
buy
legislature appropriated
markers that .will be placed every sec. 9 tn. 14 R. 22.
Lucy V. Clements to .Toserrh E. Rle- - There is more Catarrh in this sec- three miles along the trail from Old
tlon of the country than all other dls-$- 1
Franklin, Mo., the eastern terminal, vins, February 11, 1909, consideration
put toSetter, and until the last
s
3
14
lots
markof
12,
13,
chain
blk.
The
conveys
to Kansas City.
rew years was supposed to be lncur- .
.
. aMn
m
ers will connect with a similar series nunez.
j l
i'ui -tt &l3ti.l, many years uuclOrB
Richard A. Morley et ux to Peter pronounced it a local disease and pre- extending across Kansas, Colorado
and New, Mexico to Santa Fe. the end Woods January 9, 1909, consideration scribed local remedies and by con- $10, conveys lots 4 an 5 blk 18 New- - 8
of the trail.
. y ram"S ro cure wnn meal treatthe
for
The appropriation providing:
Qult-ClaDeeds
markers was made after Mrs. John
jstitutional disease and therefore re-F.
Des Marais to Louisa A. quires constitutional treatment Hall's
Miguel
Ynn l nmt. MISS BJIizaoetn ueuixy.
manufactured by F. J.
Mrs. S. W. Moore' and Ur. B T. Shaw- May 14, 1909," consideration $i,;Catarrh Cure,
& Co., Toledo, Ohio, Is the
Cheney
ln
land
Ban
conveys
the society,
Miguel county. only constitutional cure on the mar- Whipple, representing
81 w rne sangui- - ket.
made two trips to Jefferson City to
,",mo "aca
It la taken internally in doses
corner with the legislators. The Juela Co., Apr! 30, 1909, consideration from 10 drops to a teaspoonful. It
' twenty-fou- r
land called Sanguijuela acts directly on the blood and muchapters of the D. A. R. $1, conveys
cous surfaces of the system. They ofgrant
in Missouri also aided by writing perone hundred dollars for any case
Hilario Montoya et ux to The' San fer
it falls to cure. Send for circulars
sonal letters to the governor' and evGrant April 16, 1909, consi- and testimonials.
ery member of the senate and the guijuela
deration $1, conveys land called San Address: F. J. CHENEY & Co., Toleand
Samuel
Major
house. Senator,
do. Ohio.
guijuela grant.
Sold by Druggists, 75c.
Representative Glover Branch introA.
F.
Manzanares et ux to The
Ta-kHall's Family Pills for conduced the appropriation bill in the
Sanguijuela Co., April 19, 1909,
stipation.
senate and In the house.
$1, conveys tract of land
The markers will be of Missouri
called Sanguijuela grant.
Edward ' Hamill, of. , Topeka, Ka
commonly
ton
a
will
weigh
rose granite and
was run over and killed by a
Patent.
ar.h. The stone at Old Franklin will
Gua- - Santa Fe train near Guam, McKinley
to
States
America
United
of
The
used.
"he larger than the others
delupe Montano, April 18, 1905, con county, on last Wednesday. The
wcrk of setting the markers will be sideration $1,
conveys 132 acres In body was horribly mangled. The
begun in Kansas uny.
sec. 30 Twp. 16 R 121 lots 1, 2, 3, 4. young man was aged 27 years an J
United States of America to Faus was unmarried. ,
IRRIGATING CROPS IN ROWS
tin Gutierrez, October 4, consideration
can- $1, conveys 160 acres in sec. 9 twp.
In "irrigating crops like beets,
14 R. 22.
is
taloupes, or any crop that necessary
United States of America to Cleto
ito Is
wet
uniformly,
to have the rows
Gallegos, May 26,' 1894, consideration
$1, conveys 160 acres In see. 15 twp.
EN GEORGIA
- v
ECZEMA CURABLE? PROVEN! 16 R. 14. , ,

,

-

(

Mix two ounceB of glycerine with
half ounce of Virgin Oil of Pine
compound pure ana: a half pint of

straight whiskey. Shake well, and
take In doses ot a teaspoonful every

Harry Bosworth, foreman 'of the
painters at the Eatancia shops of the
New Mexico Central railway, was
found dead on the tracks ' near the
round house, having succumbed to a
hemorrhage. He came to New Mexico In January, 1907,. from Wicnfre.,
Kansas.
'

1

Mar-!ase-

4.

.

,

e

All the Gold

Chcate's Humorous Comparison.
AHornev
'
Chief Justice Shaw of Massaichu-- !
Ml
v '
setts, one of the greatest lawyers of
Rodin-- . Oa. Ansa
IT. 1M.
his time, was a plain, practical man,
Hmsks. I. C. DsWrrr A Co,
There is nothing that will convince and looked in his old age, as he sat on
Chicago, 111.
the bench, Somewhat like a Chinese
R
Bftvcfi' Qaattanni: 1
off
to
disease of the itomaBh
cut
1897
hut
in
used
and
he
some
rather
startling
is
frequently
Idol,
here
Now,
ntbewela, Somephjrsiciani told melt was
Clioate's eloquence by calling him
torn Consumption otthe uuif,
Mpaptta,
(evidence of a simple home cure for Mr.
to the plain facts. At a bar din-- :
other said consumption ot tbe Bowel. On
eczema which convinced one lawyer back
laa said I would not ut unoi bpntw.
to
toast
called
Choate
ner
was,
upon
and for (our lone rears I existed en a MOMn
F. C. Entrlken, attorney at Mollne, the chief justice, and what he said was
boiled mUk, eda biseufts, doctors' presort-Hoand Dyspepsia remedies thai fined ed
Jll. He tells how oil of wintergreen this: "We regard our chief justice as
she market I could not direst anytiunc
mixed with' thymol and the heathen regards his idol. We know
I ate. and la the Sprioi 1904 I picked tip
n of your Almanac a a poor emactaiaa
glycerine, as in D. D. D. Prescription that he Is ugly, but we feel that he Is
Dyspepsia wreck will frasp at anything, and
'
32
Almanac happened to De my we nm.
that
after
Mm
in
days
thirty
great"
,zi
TrxKiirht a f)fY sent bottle of KODOL DYS
CURB and the benefit I receired
PEPSIA
of
suffering.
years
from that bottle ALL THH GOLD IN
Power Development.
' "For 32 years," writes Attorney En-Water
GBORQIA COULD MOT BUY. I kept on
"
.
of the water
taking It and in two months I went back te
Tbe
eczema,
with
development
troubled
was
'"I
triken,
work, a a machinist, and In three month
streams
is
small
beginof
riy well and hearty. I still use a little ocjust
power
and
scabs all over my face, body
casionally as I find it a fine blood purifier
but the movement is general all
end a rood tonio
head. I could run a hair brush over ning,
countries.
and
this
foreign
Hay you lire lone and prosper.
woum ue lay through 75
noor
tne
Yours Tory truly,
and
5,737,372
of
the
body
cent,
my
per
Nearly
C N. CORNELL,
ered with scales enough to fill a bas farms in the United States boast of aj
ket. I tried everything salves, inter small creek or two rioting boisterous
CONFORMS TO NATIONAL
all without re ly through the bushy glens and rocky
nal medicine,
PURE FOOD AND DSUQ LAW
ravines or singing and playing tnrougn
sult.
meadows. Nearly
"TnHt a month ago I was induced the
every one of these streams Is avail- - j
The
d!
D.
Prescription.
D.
to try
able for horsepower. American Re-This1 is only a sample of
Itch was relieved Instantly; so I
view of Reviews.
I
now
and
the great good that Is
a
month
tlnued. It is just
am completely cured. I have not a
Feat.
.Girl's
daily done everywhere by
a Leicester
Miss Lilian Wilson,
particle of itch and the scales have
(Eng). girl of 16, has just accom-piisaedropped off.
a remarkable ringing feat by
"I can only say again CURE DISin a peal of 5,072 ' bob
part
all
taking
now
am
starting
I
COVERED.
on St. John's church bells. Almajor
track."
eczema sufferers on the Tight
though the (isk occupied three hours
Cure after cure has been brought and 15 minutes she accomplished it
into our attention and always that
with comparative ease, end Is the first
Sold by Scbaefer's Pharmacy and
stant rellpf from the awful itch. K. lady to achloe such a performance
'
Winter's
Midluuds.
Drug Store.
store.
tbe
in
Block
Center
drug
Goodall,
D
-

'

'!

i

"

i-

-

we are offering at a bargain.

LOOK THEM OVER
In

r7

Our

.;

REPOSITORY

Charles Ilfeld Co.
THE PLAZA

:

'

Ves-the-

Could not Buy--

,

--

.

Mollrte, III, Convinced by
CbmoOUtld.
tUlntarnrMn
- -

a good variety of Rubber
fWe have
Buggies and Surreys which

'

v

at

Iljubber Tire Vehicles

four hours. This mixture possesses
the healing, hedltfiful properties . of
the Pines and will break a cold tn 24
hours and cure any cough that .It
curable. In having this formula put
up, be sure that your druggist uses
the genuine Virgin Oil of Pine com'
pound pure, prepared and guaranteed
only by the Leach Chemical Co., Cin
'
ctnnatL O.

:

'

:

;

,

:

BIG REDUCTION
'" on

Rev. I. W. Williamson's Letter.
Rev. I, W. Williamson, Huntington,
W. Va., writes: "This is to certify

Try our Yankee Coal

No soot and little ash

2aaa pounnc

that I used Foley's Kidney Remedy
for nervous exhaustion and kidney
trouble and am free to say that it will
do all that you claim for It" Foley's
Kidney Remedy has restored health
and strength to thousands of weak,
run down people. Contains no harmful drugs and is pleasant to take. O.
G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Co.

,

t

the 'Ton.

Everything in the building
A complete stock of wall
paper.
line-Lo-

'

More than $400,000 of Seattle capital has already been invested in attractions lor the Pay Streak at the
exposition.

'

price- s-

west

'
,

PHONE MAIN 56

V

:":

C00M8IMBIE0.

Do It Nqw.
Now is the time to get rid of your
rheumatism. ; You ' can do so by ap-

IIELE.Y mntl G&.,

plying Chamberlain's Liniment Nine
cases out of ten are simply due to
cold or damp, or chronic rheumatism,
and yield to the vigorous application
of this liniment. Try it' You are
certain to be delighted with the quick
relief which it affords. Sold by all
dealers.

'.'.

(Incorporated)

WHOLESALE

.

......

ammiAHTS

and Dealer In

WOOL, HIDES

.

'

,

anti "PELTS

RIclrard Dunn, who has ' been se
riously 111 at Roclada, is reported to
be improving and will start for Las
Vegas as soon as he is strong enough
'
and the weather will permit.

Houses at
East lam Vegas, M.M.. Albuquerque, N. M., Tuoumoarl,
N. Mm, Peoos, Mm Mm, Logan, Mm M., Trinidad, Colorado

PILES! PILES! PILES!
Williams' Indian Pile Ointment wil'
euro Blind, Bleedng and Itching Piles.
It absorbs the tumors, allays itching
at once, acts as a poultice, gives
Instant relief- - Williams' Indian File
Ointment is prepared tor'. Piles and
Itching of the private parts. Sold by
druggists, mail 60c anU- $1.00, Willams' Mfg Co., PropS., Cleveland,
O. 'For sale by Center Block
Drug
;.,;,
Co.

RACIES -- SATTLEV CO., Vehiet&s
NAVAJO BLANKETS

-

Among the notable visitors to Seat
tle this summer during the progress
of the
exposi
tion will be the Countess of Abi-deeShe will attend the international council of women. ,

tha Bast Farm Wagon mada

BAIN WAGONS,

"

Retail Prices:

a.ooo lbs., or more, each delivery, 20c per 100 lbs.
i.ooo lbs., to 3,000 lbs., each delivery, 25c per 100 lbs.
200 lbs., to 1,000 lbs., each delivery, 30c per 100 lbs.
50 lbs., to 200 lbs., each delivery, 40c per 100 lbs.

Less than so lbs., each delivery, roc per 100 lbs.

PURA COMPANY

AQUA

Alaska-Yukon-Pacif-

Harvesters, Storers and distributors of Natural Ice, the
jurity and lasting qualities of which have made Las Vegas

famous.

Office:

701 Douglas avenue.

"

1

The End of the World
should it come tomorrow would find
of the people suffering witn
fully
rheumatism of either slight or se
rious nature. Nobody need suffer
with rheumatism for Ballard's Snow
Liniment drives away the trouble.
relieves the pain Instantly and leaves
r
the user as well and supple as a
old. Sold by Center Block Depot Drug Co.

Browne & Manzanares do.

At the Seattle exposition this mm
mer the management nas
lanen
thought for the weary and foos rc
and provided nuinerous resting places
and pure drinking water will be
found on every hand.

Seeds and Seeders
Wool, Hides and Pelts.
All kinds of Native Products.
Grain Sacks, Hay Presses.
Wholesalers of Drugs and Patent Medicines.
High Explosives, Fuse and Caps.

E9K3

1-- 3

two-yea-

Smashes all Records.
laxative tonic and
health-buildno other pills can com- nare with Dr. King's New Life Pills.
They tone and regulate stomach, liv
er and kidneys, purify the blood,
strengthen the nerves; cure Consti
pation, Dyspepsia, Biliousness, jaun
dice, Headache, Chills and Malaria.
Try them. 25c at all druggists.
As an

The

d

imposi-

Alaska-Yukon-Pacif-

WHOLESALE GROCERS

,

....

.

Headquarters in the Territory for

Pljws. Agricultural Implements
FULL

LINE

OF

MEXICAN

MIOLE

SOAP

at Seattle now bids, for fame
as the "Ivory City." The sof$ tint
chosen will help to make the fair the
most beautiful ever held.
tion

SKI

,

y

daiBy-spangle- d

1

g

Rodo

1

lor Dyspepsia.

If you desire a clear complexion
take Foley's Orino Laxative for con
stipation and liver trouble as It will
stimulate these organs and thoroughly cleanse your system, which Is what
everyone needs In the spring ln order to feel well. O. G. Schaefer and
Red Cross Drug Co.
The United States government '3
installing the fisheries exhibit at the
exposition, at
Seattle June 1.

Ala3ka-Yuon-Pacif-

:

k

For a burn or scald apply Chamberlain's Salve. It will allay the, pain
almost Instantly and quickly heal the
injured parts. For. sale hy all deal

en.

Meet your Friends

at

Opera Bar
, D. L. CHAMBERS, Prop.

Old lay lor Bourbon & Shorwood Bya

Served Dlreot from Barrel
Billiard Hall in connection.

520 Douglas Ave

E Las Vegas, NM.

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,
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'he

circumstances. .It
ailu (ptlc present
the convicts and whats
like it.
ESTABLISHES

MAY 25,. 1309

TUESDAY,

la good for memorial to the American Indian. CONTEST
more they And no more appropriate place sug
gests itself Jhan New YorkT harbor,

EM
biii

AT

eiits

,

,

Ftch Specials

crowd

c
where tt would be seen by Jthstran.
apd
IA
gers rwho come toy Our shore
AN
MEMORIAL
The auditorium tatJhe NormaJ jipl-Wouli be rrf perpetual .emlndep ti our
The Optic Publishing Company
was packed" last night by in:
White man, greeting; We near whose own people' of the debt we owe the verslty
iboobpobatbd
of the. best people in Las
audience
the
of
children
ignorant, eimple
bones you stand, were Iroquois.
who had assembled to enjoy
M. M. PADGETT.
EDITOR
Vegas,
met
who
slaughand
woods
prairies
The:wJde land which now is yours,
ter with 'slaughter and betrayal with the entertainments, given .by the Litwas'iOurs.
It Is the , opinion, of
Friendly hands, have given hack to us betrayal. Let us remember the good erary, society.
one present that the
every
practically
'
as
and
in
Indian
the
well
bad
as
the
a
,enough for tomlv,
hasmade a great
Literary
society,
Entered at the Postofflce at East
memorial
4'
.iBf,t up
'tjrhts pathetic inscription ;,iiii,,?ipon.ia
not
success, for such a program ,
Las Vegas, N. M., as second-ctes- a
'a vanished nonl
have Been given had;the members or
piam pmu ui nunc xutumc nuiu
matter.
the society have done good work in
mirks the site of the. ancient burlaV
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
BASEBALL SCORES
the past.
'ground of the Iroquois Indians in up
Da'ly
While every feature of the program
per. New York. It was placed There
Per Year by Carrier. .......
17.00
was pronounced- - excellent, .the debate
National League.
per Month by Carrier......
and
Ward
between Miss Jeanette
the land, and the touching simplicity
Cincinnati A
Per Week by Carrier.
At Philadelphia
Joshua Powers on the, one side, and
. . . (Philarfplnhla 1.
McClelland and Orrln
Miss, ,J Flora
Weekly. )
man " Wanamaker and some or his - At New York St. Louis 3, New Blood on the other was the "central
One Year,,
2.00
a
for
a.
project
weaithy associates,
York 1.
, '
Six Months
feature. The
young peoIndian. memorVal to be erected
6, Boston 2.
Boston
At
.Pittsburg
was
handled
the
really a
famsubject
ple
If8w
York
the
harbor
In
opposite
At Brooklyn Chicago 4, Brooklyn surprise to every one. - The speeches'
The report that New Mexico horned ou8 fi
4
of
Enlightening
Uberty
P
3.
...
toads are being manufactured ' into
showed wide-- , reading .and ver .close
f;i;vv,
World:?
.
W
American
otfl-League,
j,;
hat pins, in the east should be
thinking as well as careful prepara
There is something so obviously
6, Phila tion
Cleveland
"Cleveland
At
is
Mexico
New
in; the arrangement of the argu
daily investigated.
appr0prlate about this idea that it
2
ments. While all the speakers re
glad to furnish most any kind of cu- - probabiy will receive the approval of delphla'
At. DetroitDetroit 10, Washington ceived unstinted praise,, it is probarlos peculiar to this section of the ne eBtlre country. It has aroused an
country to Satisfy the whim of the encouraging degnee of enthusiam In 7. ;:
bly true that the speeches . of . the
At Chicago Chicago", New York young ladles caused the greatest sur
fashion fiends, but the should go on the east Here io the southwest,
as opposing vicarious sacrifice peclany jn New Mexico and Arizona,
prise, They had thoroughly mastered
'
Western- - League.
to fashion.
their respective sides of tb subject
.
1
of
.pro-the
little
have
heard
very
jwe
At Omaha Pmaha 9, Pueblo 2,
' and were as- much at ease before the
"":
'Ject as yet, but if the movement is At Des Moines
Des Moines 3 audience as veterans in debate.
doubt-e-s
the
will
we
national
from
dispatch-in scope
' made
It appears
press
0. r
,
, It is very gratifying to all who exRoosevelt went jjess have' our share in the enterprise, Denver
that
'
American Association.
themselves, that the .Normal
pressed
out with his gun last Sunday morning The people of the southwest have
At Milwaukee
Milwaukee 4, St university has stirred up an Interest
and shot a female rhinoceros ia the long elnce lost their very natural
Paul 2. among the young people in this kind
after which he pumped half jlmosity toward the Indians, who in '
At Indianapolis
Indianapolis 2, of work, which beyond all question is
a dozen more bullets into various .Their attitude toward the white inva- Louisville 4.
one, of the most, important, lines of
cortiona of her anatomy. Of course slon were very different from the red
At Toledo Toledo 2, Columbus 5. work that young people can engage
as
must
do
men of the Atlantic coast. We are
when one is in Africa he
"
in. Much seems, to have been acoom
the Africans do, but this thing of viewing the Indian from a more gen- 10
o'clock Deputy plished 1p the abort timeN of half a
Last night about
waylaying a rhinocerosess that numerous angle of late years and we realhave been on her way to the Jungle ize more and more as time amelior- - Sheriff Antonio Sena arrested Lazario year, and the institution and the town
church, ia sacrillgiqus and ought to ates the bitter memories of other Flores, who was engaged in a fight are to be congratulated , on the acdays that the savages in many In on Bridge street witn Manuel Mar- complishment of so much In so short
provoke reprehension in Timbuttoo
a time.
o
stances were badly treated. The In- - tinez. Sena relieved Flores of a
One of the best features seems to
Colts revolver, which MarThe use of convicte in road con- - dians of New York and New England
sruction in New Mexico is a very were more worthy characters than tinez alleges was drawn on him by bethe magnificent spirit that has
Flores was been developed in the school, a spirit
Flores during the mix-up- .
proper solution of the question pf the terrible Apaches,
e
in
the
what we shall do with those who j JB)ut b road and Jcredtable
county jail over night of loyalty to the institution and an
lodged
Idleness thrust upon them. In tlonal sentiment must certainly
and this afternoon his hearing on the enthusiasm for work. Much good is
to come from it in the fu
building there is less competl- - prove of the movement to do some-tlo- charge of fighting and carrying a expected
'
,
'
with, the honest man who seeks thing to memorialize this gift of a deadly weapon was scheduled to come ture.
to work to support his family and continent to the white strangers from up before Justice of the Peace Baca y
j
A temporary injunction has been
himself, than In any other field , of , over the seas. To call it a gift
Garcia in the West Side court.
Governor Curry is to, be fens the character of the transaction.'
granted Ignaclo Martinez, of Rocia'
street da, restraining Fred E. Corbett from
commended for the disposition he has The "wide land" which is now ours
L. W. Ilfeld, the
Bridge
shown to Increase the force of prisbn-- 1 was once, theirs, and the race of orlg- - hardware, man, lost the flesh from maintaining a fence across certain
ers now at work on the Raton end of Inal Americans has straggled in a the ends of two. of his fingers, yes- meadow land at Rociada, and from
the Scenic Highway, with a view to pathetic procession toward the set- terday. He declined to explain how pasturing his- horses on the land
completing as much of this magnifi- tings sun.1 By all means let the new the accident happened, but it is eafe Martinez' claims that he is the owner
cent toad way as ta possible under Americans erect a great and majestic to say that he got them in bad.
of the land in question.
1879.

A few specials' which we are offering for a .short
time at SPOT CASH ONLY.

PUBLISHED BY

years,; fittcJ- -;
Gents' Gold Filled Case guaranted-2ve-- ;
with a l7 jeweled; ELGIN. or .WALTHAM
,
..
vpfif'SM,,..
tnent
- f (
f iv
Gents' Silveroid CaserSth a; jeweJ,BaJGINP5.:j
.
WALTHAM, ..... V. M A-- i

"

.

.

Ldie
i gLGIN-.o-

f9,5U,

J.

St.
$4.30;

'

l

na-hav-

ap-roa- d

7.20; pigs, $5.906.85; bulk of safes,
$7.207.45.
.
head;
12,000
Sheep Receipts,
St. Louis Metal Market.
steady; westerns, $4.006.40; yearLouis, May 25. Lead firm, lings, $6.257.80; western . lambs,'
'
$6.25ig9.50.
pelter, $5.12
,
1--

13

copper, lrm,

4.40;

'

"

p2

St. Lou l Wool Markets
St. Louis, May 25. Wool firm

ter

Chicago Markets. . '.
Wheat,
Chicago, May 25. Close:
4
May, $1.84; July, $1.17
70
70
Corn May 75
July,
3:4c. Oats May, 62
July, 55
Pork May, $18.72
July, $18.75.
Lard May, $10.86
July, $10.85.
Ribs May and July, $10.25
3--

5-- 8

1--

1--

1--

1--

New YorK Money.'
,
New York, May 25. Prime paper,
,

call money, easy,
Amalgamated 84

3
1

1

7--

1--

7--

5--

1--

n

j

.

,

-

,

Service and Values'

The

store intends to respond with cheerful promptitude to every
expectation you have of it even in the smallest detail it
must not fail. There are high ideals here that we think
vital to the store's continued progress.
Values, too, shall always meet the test you cnoose to
prove' them by they must satisfy by your standard of
worth, not ours. '

Chicago Stock Market.
May 25. Cattle Receipts,
3,000 head; steady.
Beeves, $5.10
7.25; Texas fcteers, $4.756.35;y western steers, $4.756.l0; stackers aid
feeders, $3.605.60; cows and heifers,
$2.506.H); calves, $5.007.00.'
13,000,
strong;
Hogs Receipts,
mixed, $6.95
light, $6.857.32
7.50; heavy, $7.007.55; rough, $7.00
i

Chicago,

OXFORDS
5V

STonr or OuiLiTY"

.

e.LasVegas,

Just what you

Value $2.25.
Special

Lawns and Dimities

r

Sold Way Below Value.

'

away.

Knit Underwear Sale.

Coats all new styles fitted backs or loose.
The Silk Coats come in blue, green, red,
brown, grey, some striped, others plain.
The Priced have been cut as follows:

Special

fc

;

r

for..-.-- .

15c Dublin Dimities

: : ;

.

.

10.95

k.

HO R TENS

EOUILT COTTON

Quilt size continuous sheet of uniform thickness '
7. ft. long by 6 ft. wide, made of pure cotton . '.

"

.

$8.95
7.05

$12.50 Coats
10.00 Coats
at such low figures again.

r

bolt

warnet rS
Hust'Proof

lot of Misses' Rain Coats in Silkine surfaced fabrics with gossamer
Ti
lining, fancy striped. They come in brown, grey, blue, tan.
&
at
coats
for
the
school
Just
.
priced
thing
girls, these are $4.00

Qf)
&iZ7J

Good, Strong

..6c
-

Umbrellas

...
v ' .
"
'
'
'
i
Made of Mercerized Serge, strong and durable,
steel rod, double frame, double seams, steel
tipped, assortment of fancy handles. Specially priced at.
.

"

Children's Hats

Boys' Waists, Suits, Caps:

k

.10c yard
.

Men's Hosiery, Men's Shirts.

Misses' Rain Coats

-

rf
'VU

$13.15
-

You will not see Rain Coats placed

,

...

';

Young Men's Clothing.

'

'.' of all kinds, Autos," Cravenettes, Silk Rain

$17.50 Coats
15.00 Cats

About 1000 yards all new, clean merchandise.
20 yards Lawn, flowered, figured checked

I

Women's Rain Coats

A case of Lawns and Dimities sent her by mistake, held
subject to order sold to us by salesman at our own price,

Malborough Batiste

large number

'

We Place on , Sale

$1,19

:Jy

1 5c

I

Style

19454.00

Long skirt model, flat hip shape
so finished that it does not show a
line where it controls the form
no matter how snugly fitting
An important
may be.
feature is in the' hip gore, the
lower half of which is cut circular
with tapering point where the

.t

"1

the-dres- s

:

,

$W0

Others from $1.50 to $6.00.
--

White Duck and Mull

WASHABLE

'

Tub Dresses, Waists, Children's white and Cold Dresses.

C7cr

want to match your tan dress,

ft

Mr. Ros- -

All Over The Store

Women's

weather prophet says we will have Rain
lots of it all through the balance of May. If
such is the case you will need Rain Goats, Umbrellas,
and Rubbersi We can supply the entire family.

i

,

that

N.M.

f"L

vas covered.

now on sale.

has returned
over the terri-

Rosenwald
Cecilio
from an extended trip
tory. It Is understood
itenwald purchased a
of choice steers while

Women,

plain toe, military heel,

i Rochester Ny

Reports from the country Indicate
that there will be a serious shortage
In the lamb crop In certain localities
because of the dry weather. In the
lower country, particularly in the vicinity of Santa Rosa, it is said that
not over 25 per cent of the lambs will
be saved, but in the mesa country,
where there has been ample rainfall,
from 75 to 90 per cent of the latnbs
will be saved.

Women's Muslin Underwear Sale.

Wet Wtaibw Requisites.

in Mercerized Tan, Canvas,

I! U

'

'

6.25.

Sales Now in Progress

i

For

:

l-- 2

Atchi-

bid; NN.
Pennsylvania $1.34;
Union PaSouthern Pacific,. $1.22
steel 60
cific, $1.88
pfd.,
pfd.. $1.04

son, $1.09
Y. C, $1.3t0
1--

Kansas City. Stock. . . , :.
Kansas City May . 25. CatUe Re- cepts, 6,000 head; strong .ta , lue
higher. Native steers, $5.257.00;
southern steers, $4.506.50; southern
cows, $2.754.50; , native cows and
heifers, $3.00fi.50; stackers and
feeders, $4.006.75; western cows.
$3.755.50.
'
head; 5c
Hogs Receipts, 14,000
sales!
$6.80735;
higher. Bulk of
butch-ligh- t,
heavy,'$7.307.40; packers and
'
,$6.607.15;
era, $7.007.35;
pigs, $5.50.75.
Sheep Receipts, 7,000 head 15 to
muttons,
25c higher;
$5.00b.5U,
lambs, $6.509.00; wethers and year
lings, $4.757.50; ewer $4.256-00- ;
Texas and Arizona muttona, $4,750.
'

ritory and western mediums 2530;
fine medium's 2227: fine 1622.

$1.19

V

,

.

i

If

606 Douglas Avenue.

New York Metal Market
New York, May 25. Lead lrm, $4.30
'

silver,

-

f

Jeweler and Opfiffl.

TAUPERT,
N. M.

HABKJT BEP03TS..

e

-T-

Casarinteedifththe
.
f2Fo

Gold Filled
r
WALTHAM moyemeft,

Las Vega,

r

(

5

WE INVITE A COMPAKISON OF OUB PRICES
B.

-

way-thes-

i

--

'

.............

-

.,...

.,,......

.

y

....

,

Newest Things Just In

Some ribbon and lace trimmed

others plain,"
corded. .Specially priced

35c

50c

$1.25

25c

39c

98c

Silk embroidered net bandings, gray, tan, wine,
green, in the newest designs and color combinations,' the proper trim'
ming for the new apparel now in vogue.
,

r

Security
Hose Supporters are attached

'

'j

Women's and Misses' Linen Suitst fjumper style
Trimmed in contrasting color braids and buttons,
effects.

E$ue,

tan, gray.

long coats, hipless
'

med with Escurial lace
ribbon.

t

mm

van4iatin S ,7vJ

The tame
weeping guarantee covers
(hi corset that cover Mtt WAXSEfS.

"

V
--

'

'

0'M7-

Qualification
for compounding
cornea from long
experience, careful training and

CeilECBHEN

"
J

f

CO.

Telephone Main 3
BRIDGE STREET
TELEPHONE AND WE DELIVER
PERSONALS.
Richard Dunn, the
timber roan of Gascon, is In the city on
"
.'..
Tmsir.ess.
Misa May Ross will return home
tomorrow afternoon xon train No. 1
from Boston, Massachusetts.
Manuel A. Sanchez,
assessor, came In last night from his
ranch on Red river. He reports splen
did rains in that section and an excellent outlook' for grass and crops.
Councilman Pat Nolan left this afternoon for Decatur, 111., where he has
been- - called by the serious illness of
his father, who is 82 years old. He
expects to be gone about two. weeks.
H. B.' Henlng, secretary of the bureau of immigration and city editor
of the Albusuerque Morning Journal,
passed through the city yesterday oc
his way home from a trip to Chicago,
New York asd Washington.
Mrs. W. J. Barnes, wife of Secre
tary Barnes of the Y." M. C. A., and
children, left this afternoon for Oswego, Kansas, where she goes for an
extended visit to her parents. Secretary Barnes expects to leave for
Kansas, on Thursday.
well-know- n

.

TO VISIT LAS VEGAS
minutes Thursday
For twenty-liv- e
afternoon Las Vegas will have a dis- tlnguished foreign guest, , Monsieur
J. J. Jusserand, ambassador extraor
from
dinary and plenipotentiary
France to the United States. M. Jusserand is planning to spend several
weeks- in travel through the United
States.
He left Chicago on Santa Fe train
No. 1 today and will stop in Las Veminutes for luncheon
gas twenty-fiv- e
at the Castaneda hotel. He wiU be
accompanied by Mme.' Jusserand and
the usual retinue of maids and valets.
Mr. Jusserand will stop at Adamana,
Arizona, for a short trip through the
petrified forest and also at Williams,
from which point he will make a trip
to the Grand Canyon. A stop will
also be made at San Bernardino, Riv
erside, Los Angeles, Yosemlte Valley, San Francisco, Portland, and the
exposition, where
he will spend a number of days. The
return trip will be through Yellow
stone Park where an extended stop
will also be made.

ADDITIONAL

The concert to be given this even
ing at the Normal University by the
Glee club of that Institution, promises
to be a musical event that no' one
should miss. The program Is full of
excellent selections and a large audience Is anticipated.
The many creditors of Dr. Brown of
Valmora ranch, will meet tomorrow
at the store of H. D. Ranken, Wat
rous. for' the purpose of devising
ways and means to recover the mon
ey due them. It is understood that
they are; meeting at the. request of
Tr. Brjown, who has indicated his wil
lingness to let them make a thorough
canvass of his resources.
is becoming, quite a pe
destrian. He had an automobile accident near Kroenig's lakes, Sunday,
and rather than stay on the mesa Indefinitely, walked in.
Among . the
who
did
unusual
stunts. Sunday, was (Arthur Ilfeld. It
has been fully demonstrated that a
car will not run without gasoline.
Dr. Fest

-

V

Miss Gertrude Wolff, the charming
Mrs., Morris Danzlger, who

sister of

was very popular during her
here last year, died at' the
home of relatives ; In
Birmingham,
Ala. Sunday evening; last froni heart
trouble. Mrs.. Danzlger was with her
sister' when the end came, shje having
gone east some Time ago in 'order to
be with her, during illness, which was
quite protracted. '

tf (B

D

p

G

Guarantee Choo Store

I wish to announce, that a part o my stock has arrived and
that I am now in a position to furnish the people of Las Vegas
'
with guaranteed shoes
1

CoisntQDD PotoSxn
.has arrived and she is the
lady's shoe on. earth. Another pair free if they do not

Eoat 03.00

give satisfaction with every pair of shoes,
followed
This same policy will be
men's women's, misses', boys' and children's, which are purchased at
f
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Either Golden or Weathered Oak

(Exactly like cut)
With Reversible Corduroy Cushions
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$ 9,85;$15.00

.

M. CUNNINGHAM,

President
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T. HOSKINS, CaSWfrl
B. JANU AKY, ASSt. 'Cashier,
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""""Interest Paid on Time Deposits'

0

o

OUTSIDE INTEREST

'

is apt to set you thinking. Vou're not expected to
over some one else's finances. An- accumulated

O

SAVINGS BANK INTEREST

O

en-,thu- se

-

will "bring joy to your heart and help you out in time
of trouble. Deposits large or small eqally acceptable.
it's safer than tomorrow.
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Joe Harrison WiliamsJanltor at La
Pension hotel, who was arrested for
breaking a plate glass window in
roof,
Greenclay's on Center street, was "senOpposite Y. M. C. A.
tenced by Judge D. R. Murray to pay
is
a fine of $70 or work 70 days on
the streets, In lieu of the fine, Wil
DISTRICT COURT GETS
Justrecieved another bunch of that famous Arco Roof Paint
liams will put in the next two months
or so hardening his muscles by. open
DOWN TO
air manual labor under the street
commissioner. Playing ball ' in the
(Continued from Page 1)
street with a rock is the cause of
being an accessory before the fact in Williams'
Guaranteed for five years and will positively stop all leaks.
present predicament.
the murder of her husband, John H.
Teitlebaum. This, case will not be
ROCIAOA RESORT.
called for trial before Wednesday
In the- Rociada valley, near the
morning, as In all capital cases the mountains. Everything nice. Write or
defendant must be served with' a phone L. G. Qulggs, Rociada, N. M.
copy of the petit Jury list twenty-fou- r
hours prior to the trial.
Special Session Supreme Court.
Judge Mills ' announced in open
court today that a meeting of the supreme court of the Territory had
been called to be held in Santa Fe on
Friday,. June 11th, 1909, at ths hour
of 10 o'clock a. m., for the purpose
of redisricting the territory for Judicial purposes and other matters that
might come before the court.
On the' civil side of the docket the
case of.. Cora L. Archibald et al vs.
Mrs. B. C. Thornhlll, involving the
title to land on the1 Mora road, known
as the experimental station farm, and
now occupied by the defendant, is set
for bearing tomorrow, May 26th,
and will .probably be heaid on that
day, providing "all parties .are ready.
The suit of Richard A. Morley vs.
Jos. P. Geyer, to set aside a mortgage given by Geyer and wife on
certain lands near Onava sold to Geyer and wife by Morley, is set for trial
be
will hardly
but
tomorrow,
reached.
Gets Change of Venue.
In the case of the Territory of New
Mexico vs. Joseph Melagin, indicted
for the murder of Frank Archuletta,
at Solano, Mora county, New Mexico,
In November last, the judge announced that he would sustain the
motion of the defendant's attorneys,
for a change of venue in the case,
and ' change the venue of the same
to Union county, New Mexico, where
the case will come on for trial In
September of the present year.
In the case of Paul Butler Ames et
al., m Jose Manuel Garcia, involving
title to certain lands on the Mora
grant In the vicinity of Wagon Mound
and in which case a default was taken
against Jose Manuel Garcia by the
plaintiffs in the year 1901, the court
filed an order overruling the motion
of the defendant to set aside the
faulty Judgment.
Juan Jose Maestas, Indicted by the
OF THE NEW MISSION NET CURT-GREE- N
last grnad Jury for maliciously tearing down a dam and acequia, plead
not guilty to the charge, i
AND ECRU.
In two cases against Calletano ChaA1NS, IN RED,
vez, the defendant was arraigned
and plead not guilty to the charge of
V
assault and battery against him.
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There will be a regular meeting of
the local Elks lodge at O. R. C. hall
this evening. Several applications
will be balloted upon and a full at
tendance Is requested.

Alaska-Yukon-Pacif-
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LOCAL NEWS.

Drill at the armory tonight. It is
expected that every member will be
Dresent as merit Is tbe only thing
that will count hereaftre.
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ecially invite
your prescription. Trade

TRENCH

FOR

CIGANTIC POFiJLATION

Denver, May
"prediction
that immigration will send the population of the United States up to
200,000,000 in' the next fifty ' years
heated debate in ;the
brought on
General. Assembly of, the Presbyfceian
church ere' ,thla morning,;; 3YJ?V
"What's the use of. listening to the
argument 'that we have no flddfeft
fbp'i'bme missions," said Or. ' Wyi L.
McEwan, M Pittsburg, chairman 'Of
the board of Home Missions, "when
the United States baa left its back
door open admitting a tailllon a year
of people, many of whom have even
not heard of the chureh."
,
Dr. Charles Thompson, of New
York, secretary of the board, . asked
for an appropriation of $800,000 to
carry on the work of ' evangelism
among these immigrants. He spoke
of the work in Cuba and praised '.the
results obtained by the federal gov
ernment there during the intervention, period. "But the. Stars and
Stripes no sooner vanished from Ha
vana' harbor" hei said, "than Cuba
started backwards and gambling and
bull fighting was again given full
sway. There is one place for home
'
mission work."
of
New
York,
Congressman Bennett,
commissioner to the assembly, took
issue (With the speaker who believed
the immigrants in need of mission
aries. He declared most of them
were industrious and godfearing.

experience, and
a complete stock
of all drugs and'
chemicals esp-
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the means' fr y
selecting drtrgs of
io ueau quality.
Our facilities,
our;
our
equipment,
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Full Line of Radiant Hosiery.
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Cleotilda Gonzales, aged Iff years,
of Ojitos Frlos, and Benito Deinas,

640-acr-

2

.e

Z. T. Cooper has been appointed
administrator of the estate of Willis
R. Cooper, who lost his life in a well
near. Shoemaker, last year.

Boost Roosevelt county, has purchased the
Southwest.
now'
We are
mating the finest' beer m the
dry farming ranch 'of L. A.
m
home industry and ; telephone your orders, w us ior euaer.eg
Wll8, near Portales, paying
for the same. Sixty acres of it aro
bottle beer.
-r
i in 'diehard.
61 and .32.-;
f
MAIN
67,
pjQNES

-
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for Harvey's!
out
Saturday morning
Carriage goes
returns following Friday. Leave orders at Jtlurphey's or H. O. Brown
Trading Go's.
All Aboard

aged '22, of Albuquerque, have been
A. H. Reingrueber Brewing Co.' licensed
to "marry.
i of L.s .Vegas. '
Postmaster
Leach, of Portales.
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THE MAN

Sales girl who has experience in ladles' ready-to-wegoods; bright, smart girl wanted.
Address J. - Goldsmith & Sons,
Trinidad, Colorado.

"WANTED

IN BLACK
-

By HENRY

t. KINE1
.r.

-

MEN'S Washing with the . mending
done, also front room for rent cheap.
706 Main street.
6t
WANTED

safe.

A cheap
Address Box 273,. City.

fire-pro-

tf

FOR RENT.

FOR RENT- - Furnished rooms for
light housekeeping. M. Howell, 721
Fourth.
FOR KENT Two bed rooms,
floor with bath. 810 Lincoln,

first
1

FOR RENT Two or three furnished
looms, with electric light and bath.
Apply 920 Gallinas ave.
FOR RENT
cottage, range
and sewer connection. 414 Seventh.
FOR RENT Good house at 1008 8th
street. ' See Frank Pepperd.
FOR RENT The rooms over Chas
":r
Rosenthal's store,
i

The Rosenthal Bros,
FOR RENT
hall for dances, socials and dancing
schools.
FOR 8ALE.

FOR SALE One lot of show cases
and table counters. Chas Rosenthal.

The door slowlyopened, and a hu
man head appeared In the offing. The
head was set with a pair of Intense
black eyes, and thatched with thick
masses of black hair.
Landor, proprietor of the Square
Deal cafe, removed the toothpick from
his teeth and stared at the head. Then
he transferred his gaze to Col. Fay, enthroned, as usual, at the writing desk
of the bar. Col.
near the entrance-enFay was noncommittal. He shocked
up his red hair, flushed his red fade,
and batted his red eyes at Landor, but
left him adrift
The stranger, seeming to nave reas
sured himself, stepped within, removed
his sombrero-lik- e
hat, and whisked tte
'
rain from it. '
"Wet evening," he smiled, glancing
first at Landor and then at Col. Fay.
Some subtle sense of antagonism
caused both men to avert their eyes.
Unabashed, the stranger continuedto
whisk the March rain from his black
garments. Smiling reminiscentially.
"tt brings to mind," he again sought
the unresponsive eyes of the two men,
who watched him furtively in the glaring gaslight, "the rollicking little poem
which I was accustomed to recite in
my schoolboy days. I fitted a kind of
tune to it, in fact, and sang it, also. ,
"It rains," .cries the schoolboy. "Hurrah!" and his shout,
Is echoed through parlor and hall,
While quick as the wing of a swallow
d

he's out.
And his schoolmates
call.

FOR SALE Carriage, good as new.
1016 Fifth street.

respond to his

"That ain't quoted
correctly,"
growled Landor.' The stranger's asFOR SALE Legal blanks of all de sumption of literary skill was, somehow, distasteful to Landor.
scrip tlon. Notary seals and record!
snarled
"Why, the very first
at the Optic office.
Landor. . "The poem says 'It snows.' "
'
"I merely adapted the verses to the
OLD newspapers for sale at The Op weather," said the stranger, suavely.
tic office. 10 cents a bundle.
"But it is odd what a, porridge of
,"

TEACHERS' NOTICE.
m
Las Vegas,, N. M., May 10, 1909
The San Miguel County Institute for
third grade teachers will begin Mon
day, July 6th, and continue for four
"
,
weeks.
For the first and second grades, It
will begin on Monday, July 19th, and
continue for two weeks.
First and second grade teachers
that desire to attend the full four
weeks will be more than welcome, as
i
there will be a full corps of Instruc
tors. All teacher desiring to teach
in San Miguel county in the future,
are urgently requested to .attend
"
promptly or the dates mentioned.
Special permltsto teach wljl not be
granted to anyone In the future, with
out faithful and perfect attendance at
the institute, as required by law.
The institute will be held In the A
Huge Roll of Bank Bills Fell to the
Tsorth school building,, In the Town of
Floor,
Las Vegas.
errors some people do make of the
M. F. DES MARAIS, Snpt.
English tongue." Here he gave his
ANNA J. R1EVE, Director.
long black coat a more than ordinary
flip, to shed the water, and a huge
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
roll of bank bills fell to the floor. As
.
he stooped to pick up the money, he
(Not Coal Land.)
Department of the Interior, U. 8. kept repeating "It rains," "It Bnows,"
Land office at Santa Fe, N. IS., April It rains," "It snows," as if he found
the repetition grotesquely amusing.
'
20, 1909.
The size of the roll was not lost on
Notice fs hereby given that George
nor on Col. Fay, while "Bud"
Landor
F Gerk, of Watrous, Mora county N.
who had
Filer, tout and card-sharmade
1908,
on
March
13,
M., who,
emerged from his customary booth at
Homestead Entry No. 13583, for W the far end of the long room, Just in
SE 4 NE 4 SE 4 and lots 4, time to see the stranger's "wad,"
S and 6. Sec B, Tp. 16 North R. 21 E., murmured something about its being
n! M. P., Meridian, has filed notice of big enough to choke a cow.
"It rains! It snows!" The man in
Intention 'o make final Commutation
black
stood stripping a string from the
proof, to establish claim to the land roll: "And I've been admonished for
above described, before Robert L. M. not quoting correctly!
I, an honor
Ross, TT. S. Court Commissioner at man at Harvard; now,,head of the EngLas Vegas, N. M on 'the 10th day of lish department at the Grafter Preparatory school. When the principal paid
June, 1909.
me off the other day, retaining me for
Claimant rames its witnesses:
he called me master of
"
Ramon N. Trujillo, of Watrous, N. another year, And
here I am subjected
the tongue.
M.; Jose C. Torres, of Gonzales, N. to. criticism by a saloon keeper with a
M.; Mellton Montoya, of Gonzales, N. hash annex! Oh, this is rich! This is
1
M., and William Naegelln, of East Las indeed rich!"
"Look here," struck in Landor,
Vegas, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO, Register. angrily, "I don't ' know who you are,
and don't care; but you misquoted
'
that poem, and I " '
The Swedish building at the
human.
We all do it;"
is
err
"To
exposition, one of" the aid the man in black,
straightening
handsome and classical structures at out the bills, which he had laid carethe Seattle fair, Is ready for exhibits lessly on the counter. " 'It rains', and
'It snows' are short sentences, but I'U
'
trager that there's not a man in the
Boys will Be Boys
room who Can repeat them afterme
andf are always getting scratches,
with the addition of another
correctly,
burns,
bruises,
bumps,,
cuts, sprains,
sentence of two words."
or scalds. Don't neglect such things
Landor's keen eyes searched the imthey may result serious if you do, passive face of the stranger.
acApply Ballard's Snow Liniment
"Do you take this for a
cording to directions right away and
exasinstitute?", flashed the now
'
H will relieve the pain and heal the
proprietor.
perated
trouble. Price 25c, 50c and 11.00
"There It, goes again!" The man's
Sold by Center Block Depot Drug Co.
tone was patronizingly compassionate.
'This good man means to ask If I misA
"moonshlnlng" outfit brought take this beanery, but he says 'take
from the mountains of eastern Ken: for 'mistake.' No, no, be could never
tucky wil be exhibited at the Alaska say three little sentences correctly."
Maddened, Landor walked behind
Yukon-Pacifi- c
exposition at Seattle
counter, straight to the safe, and
rhe
this summer.
brought forth a stack of bank notes.
"It's a case of the other fellow's
Hoarseness, bronchitis and other game," cautioned Col. Fay, in a
throat troubles are quickly cured by whisper.
"Game, nothing!" fired Landor. "It's
Foley' Honey and Tar as It soothes
and heals the inflamed throat and no game. If I can't repeat three
sentences after they're plainly
bronchial tubes and the most bstin
itte cough disappears. Insist upon pronounced, then it's me for the
I'm going to skin him. He
having the genuine Foley's Honey house.
and Tar. O. G. Schaefer and Red has rooms to let." Landor spoke In a
Cross Drug Co. .
low growl, tapping his forehead with a
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TUESDAY,

forefinger.

"I'd like some of that, friend," Mild
Filer quietly. .
"Plenty for all while it lasts." The
stranger fingering his money, watched
Filer questioningly. Filer made it 500.
It was promptly covered.
"Let us understand this, now," muttered Landor from behind the bar, as
he faced the stranger. "This man"
he turned to Filer and the colonel
"is to pronounce three sentences in
plain English; two of these sentences
are to be 'It rains,' 'it snows." Like
these, the third sentence is to be of
two words. If I repeat after him these
three sentences, i win. If I don't pronounce them the first trial, I lose. As
Col. Fay is not betting, I'll suggest
him as judge and stakeholder. Are
these the terms," addressing the
stranger, "and is the Judge agreeable
to you?"
"It is all understood, and your selection of referee you should have said
referee, not judge is entirely satisfactory."
The man watched Landor's hands
with a humorous gleam in his eyes, as
if he knew of Landor's baleful glare.
The hands' having angrily counted off
a thousand dollars, the stranger took
up his roll, and stripped off a like sum.
The money was then all turned over to
the tender though uncertain mercies
of Col. Fay.
,
"Landor, still facing the stranger
across the bar, braced himself, for the
ordeal. ' His face was set. the lines
like the lace of a wrestler
nerved for a supreme effort. The
stranger, smilingly' confident, leaned
over the bar, getting his face as close
as might be to Landor's Filer hardly
breathed.
"
"
'
"It rains.:;
The tones of the stranger were
melodious and distinct.
V
"It rains."
Watchfully apprehensive, Landor
breathed hard, though he pronounced
the words correctly. There was a nigger in the fence, somewhere; but
when and how would he jump? Lan
dor, deep down where he lived, wished
himself well out of it.
'
"It snows!"
.
Still smiling, the man in black
leaned far over the bar, and looked
with expectant triumph straight into
the blinking eyes of Landor.
"
"It snows," the latter repeated.
"Missed it!"
The, stranger glanced about exultover.
was
the
as
game
though
ingly,
"I did not miss it!" Landor whirled
toward the colonel, his hands opened,
and wide with appeal.
The stranger laughed and moved
toward Fay, who held the money in
hard-draw-

'"',
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Estray Advertisement .
Notice is hereby given to whom ft
may concern that the following described estray animal war taken op by
B. Bishop, Cimarron, N. M.
.
t:
One sorrel mare, 14
hands
900
lbs.
high, weight
Branded
On tight hip

USE

To-wi-

Branded
On right shoulder

PIT IT

0

Branded
On left shoulder
One bay horse.

3

old.

And You Will Always Have
white feet.

2

vears

THE
r; BOSS ."BREAD":

m

Branded
On left hip
.
Said animal being on known tn this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before June 7. '09. said data hstni in
days after last appearance of this ad
vertisement, said estray will fee sold
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Las Vearaa. N. M
1st pub May 18, last pub May 28, '09
-

Estray Advertisement
Notice Is hereby given to whom it
may concern that the following de
scribed estray animal was taken up by
H. E. Byers, Belen, N. M.
One black ' pony, about 700
lbs, about 8 years old. halter broken.
has' wire cut scar on right front leg,
white spot in forehead.
Branded .
IjJJj
.
On left hip
Said animal being 'unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before June 7, '09, said date being 10
days after last appearance of this advertisement, said estray wiM be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.'
'CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Las Vegas, N. M.
1st pub May 18, last pub May 28, '09

Always Good Has No Equal
Handled By J$Al Dealers V

Smith

To-wi- t:

"

FLOUR

,

(8L

Medoney

Official City Contractors

All kind, of .cement sidewalk, plastering, brick and stone work. Joft"-promptly attended to. Only best material used. All work guaranteed

OFFICE AND YARD, 1020 NATIONAL AVE.

PHONE OLIVE

Estray Advertisement
Notice is hereby given to whom It
THE LAS VEGAS BARGAIN HOUSE
may concern that the following de
scribed estray animal was taken up by
.
JOBBERS OF '
E. F. Pope, Vaughn, N. M.
One large white range eowj
weight about 650 lbs, poor in flesh, 6
years of age.
Men's, Boys' and Children's Clothing a Specialty.
Branded
Mail Orders Promptly Filled.
On left ribs
Said animal belne 'unknown tn this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before .Tuna 7 ") aM Aata hsini, in
Estray Advertisement.
Estray Advertisement.
days after last appearance of this ad
Notice is hereby given to whom It
Notice Is hereby given to whom It
vertisement, saia estray win be sold may concern that the following de- may concern that the following deby this Board for the benefit of the scribed
estray animal was taken up by scribed estray animal was taken up by
owner when found.
O. B. Bishop, Cimarron, N. M.
George Craig, Otto, N. M.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
One
white faced sorrel
One sorrel gelding, one year
full view.
Las Vegas, N. M.
650 lbs, 12 yrs old.
old.
pony,
weight
"Referee, the money is mine," he 1st pub May 18, last pub May 28, '09
1
Branded
Branded
chuckled. "This good man repeated
On left hip
,.J-'
On left hip
'It rains, 'It snows,' all right, but
Advertisement.
Estray
One dark sorrel horse,' star In fore
when I said "Missed it,' he not only
One bay horse, three white , feet,
Notice is hereby given to whom it
failed to repeat 'Missed it,' but he may concern that the following de- 800 lbs.
head, weight 750 lbs, very old.
said 'I did not miss it,' a sentence of scribed estray animal was taken up by Branded
Branded
five words instead of two."
S. L. Fisher, Mineral Hill, N. M.
On left hip
On left hip
Col.
Scrrel btalllon, 3 years old,
"By Heck, that's so," puffed
Said animal being unknown to this
Fav. as he handed over to the white face, about 12
Branded
hands, high,
On left thigh "
stranger the big green and orange roll. weight about 600 lbs, white hind feet. Board, unless claimed by ow,ner on or
10
said
June"
before
date
7,
'09,
being
now
the
will
."We
drought "Branded '
mitigate
Said animal being unknown to this
days after last appearance of this ad
with the mellowest of your moisture,'
.
On left hip
vertisement, said estray will be sold Board, unless claimed by owner on or
observed tbp man in black. "What '
Said animal being unknown to this by this Board for the benefit of the before June 7, '09, said date being 10
will you have, gentlemen?" But the
days after last appearance of this adBoard,- unless claimed by owner on or owner when found.
three of them Landor, the colonel beforevertisement, said estray will be sold
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
June 7, '09, said date being 10
and Bud Were stunned past choosing. days after
Las Vegas, N. M.
by tnis Board lor the benefit of tne
last rninenninm nf ttita a.
vertlsement, said estray will be sold 1st pub May 18, last pub May 28, '09 owner when found.
The Best Dressed Man.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARS,
man in the world by this Board for the benefit of the
"The
Las Vegas, N. M.
Advertisement.
owner wnen round.
Estray
a
said
of
Spain,''
is the young king
1st pub May 18, last pub May 28, '09
CATTLE
SANITARY
whom
to
it
herebv
is
Notice
riven
BOARD,
tailor. "Look, at his photographs la
N. M.
Las
concern that the following deor grace ana correct' 1st pub May 18, last Vw. 28, '09 may
,
the weeklies.
Estray Advertisement.
scribed estray animal was taken np by
May
pub
ness his clothes are unique.
Notice Is hereby given to whom it
in. m.
Clark
Mcintosn,
Koiey,
"Everything is right in this young
One bay mare, white face, may concern that the following deEstray Advertisement.
His hair, his hat, his
man's get-uscribed estray animal was taken up by
about 600 lbs, 6 years old.
weight
Notice
is
hereby given to whom It
S. C. Rogers, Solano, N. M.
boots, the fit and height of his coi
Branded
concern
that the following demay
One large, dark red cow,
lar, the knotting of his tie, the cut of scribed
On
estray animal was taken np by
right hip
mixed with brlndle stripes near head,
his coat, the hang of his trousers
Krb & westerman, E. Las Vegas,
One sorrel mare and one blue pony about- 8 years old.
everything is right, and makes a rule N. M.
about 600 lbs each.
weight
that the world goes by.
Branded
One small gray mare.
On left shoulder
"King Edward for 15 years has been
Both
branded
J 1
11
Branded
arbiter
of
as
an
hopelessly out of it
On left 6houlder
Branded
On
left
hip
fashion. The prince of Wales, little
fj Said animal being unknown to this On left hip
J
Said animal beinr unknown tn m.
and inelegant, had never any influ
on
owner
claimed
unless
or
Board,
Said
by
animal
being unknown to this
ence.
Board, unless claimed by owner on, or before June 7, '09, said date
King Alfonso fills a long-fel- t
being 10 Board, unless claimed by owner on or
want. Indeed, before he grew up the Deiore June 7, 'os, saw date being 10
adof
after
this
last
appearance
days
before June 7, '09, said date being 10
world was paradoxically saying that days after last appearance of this ad- vertisement, said estray will be sold
appearance of this adman was Miss vertisement, said estray will be sold by this Board for the benefit of the days after last
the only
vertisement, said estray will be sold
is Board for-- , the benefit of the owner when found.
Vesta Tilley, the male Impersonator. by
,
ny this Board for the benefit of the
vhen found.
owl
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
owner when found.
SANITARY
BOARD,
M.
Las Vegas, N.
Impossible.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Las Vegas, N. M. 1st pub May 8, last pub
"Bishop Potter," said a New York 1st
May 28. '09
Las Vegas, N. M.-l18,
last
'09
28,
pub
May
May
pub
clergyman, "was progressive, but he
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We offer your money back if you use a
large bottle of Rexall " 93 " Hair Tonic
and are not satisfied with what it does for
you. We- do this because it seldom fails
to effect a complete cure of dandruff, scalp
irritation and falling hair. Can you ask a
better argument why you should try it ?
"
Two sizes, 50c. and 1.00.
E. G. Murphey, The Rexall Store.

610 Lincoln Avenue
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Babies, children, lovers and sweet
made
Nolette barber hearts have their photographs
studio.
Plaza
the
Waterman,
by
r

at

Sig Nahm, of the form of
Nahm, has left for an extended trip
in the country in .the interest of the

'

-

n

LOST One silver cross and chain.
Call np Main 276 for carnation!
Finder please return to 920'Gallinas and other cut flowers. Floral designs
, made up on short notice.
avenue and receive reward. v Perry

Our

r--

:

Onion.

FRESH

....

;

Pride Flout

ular meeting tomorrow evening at 8
Meals are now served in the dining
at the i estry room of Temple
for 35 o'clock
room at Hotel La Pension
Montefiore. All those affiliated are
cents.
requested to be present.
7
of Chap
Special communication
are true, the faculty
all
If
reports
8
man lodge No. 2 this evening, at
Normal University will underof
the
o'clock.
Work in F, C. degree.
go almost a complete reorganization
before the next school term. This is
'
on
The
Trout season now
place
because several of the teachers have
El Porvenir more fish In the streams
positions elsewhere.
accepted
than ever fcefore. During busy sea
son, Phone Olive 5174 for rooms. Hack
The Fraternal Brotherhood will
Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays hold an
open meeting Friday night,
from city.
There will be danclpg, the music for
which will be furnisnea by a run or
FOR SALE
Heavy work team, chestra.
All members and their
sound and young; also good family friends are cordially invited to at
driver. Inquire H. O." Brown Tr' tend.

Also Headquarters for
All Kinds of FE E D

LasV

ing Co.

A SimpleUest

If you want to know whether you are des- tined to be a success or failure financially!
you can easily find out.

Ceoi You Save Money?- -

,

t

President
HALLETT RAYNOLDS,
' Ass't Cashier.
.

01

WHIT

IIH)

V OVTCMJLT,

tnHW

00.

0MOAM

HU

:
Friend
!

'
papa used to
be such a crank about

Oh

coffee that

On Domestic Coal, Best Screened Baton Egg, $4.70
per ton Just wbat you want for cooking.

Free from Slate or Slack

almost
worried poor mama's
her. She
life out ofkinds
of
tried all
coffee and it was
either too strong or
too weak or too bit?
ter or too something,
but now every morning
when papa takes the
first sip of ooffee;
he smacks his lips as
much as to say, 'that
is mighty good. ' I
can. tell you why this
is. Mama has found
out where to buy
he

;

D. W. CONDON
Foot Main St

Ffczo

,

City and Katlvo
Beef and F.luf ton

IZsmmnn

.

coffee. The kind we
is white squadron
coffee.
valour friend ,'7 'K
Y'use

Ftno nativo Vcah

Hgo
f. i-

Give us your ordsr
'"f.Pontso Main tO"r

-

and DaSrei'M

JACOB.

can ge
u
white squadron ccffee
P'v-Yo-

',,,'.'

I
Cr6'6artt0 Cutc&cra

CD-BOOCOER'S

Those desiring pure Jersey cream
from Turner's Sunnybrook farm can
leave orders at Murphey'a or Schae-fer's pharmacy and be served from
my wagon which will come into town
Monday, Wednesday and Saturday of
each week.
T. T. TURNER.

"THE COFFEE MAN"

Notice to Taxpayers.
Notice Is hereby given that the sec- n uaij. vx uuea oi j.gs is uue ana
will become delinauent on June 1.'
1909, after which date a penalty will
FURNISHED HOUSE. v
added as required by law.
com
room
For rent: Good five
house,
EUGENIC" ROMERO,
pletely furnished, very desirable, $25.
Treasurer and Collector.
A'gcy Corporation.
Las Vegas, N. M., May 12, 1909.
The-lnv.'-

1,000- acre-

pasture, running' water,
mile from town, $1 per month, Milch
cows called for. Corbett Dairy, Main
-

NO FI8HIN6. '"
No fishing will be allowed

1

312.'

FOR RENT Good pasture with plen-- ty of good water. Mrs. Green.
'

Straight Guggenheim rye
over the bar at the Antlers.

'

I

H.

:

STEARnS'

The Turner meat market will be
open every day until further 'notice,
from 3 to 5 p. m., for the purpote of
collecting outstanding accounts. All
persons knowing themselves to be indebted to Mr. Turner will confer a
favor upon him by calling and paying
their account or mailing same to P.
O. Box, 146, East Las Vegas, N.. M
at an early date, as it Is quite an expense to keep the business room open.
Mr. Turner wishes to sincerely thank
those who have stood by Mm since
he has been In business and to assure them he has appreciated their
'
patronage. '
NOTICE

Under and by virtue of Section 26,
chapter 53, of the laws of 1907, which
reads in part as follows: "Evert able
bodied man between the ages of 21
and 60 years, shall annually pay to
the road overseer of the district
wherein he resldse, a. road - tax" of
three dollars,- - or In lieu of such sum
shall labor on the public road three
days whenever notified by the road
overseer," the road tax to be collected from the citizens of the First
road district of San Miguel county,
which includes precinct 6, is now
due and payable, and the sameulust
be paid within- ten days after publication of this notice. Those who fall
to pay this tax will be considered delinquent ana Bult will be brought
against them to collect the amount
due. The law will be rigidly and impartially enforced.
; ".:
(SIgfledy. JUAN ,F. avanaugh;
.

,

it 1st

Road

District"''

Tax to be paid at .El Independ!ent
'office.
,

my

Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged
served In the wood. Direct from distillery to
you. At the Lobby, of course.

:

lbs
AAA. i

'

,

.

PRICES

:

more each delivery
.
A rtA si a
i.uuu to z,uuu ids.
200 to 1,000 lbs. ".
x
50 to 200 lbs.
"

20c per

ot"

Less than 50 lbs.

"
"

ma

6VC

CRYSTAL ICE CO

hundred
!

.

l

40c
50c
75c

"

It

McGuIre & Webb

Phone Main 227

A SPECIAL

it

'

FOR

COfillNCEMNT

MX V
J
,

-

"Overseer

Grbcer.

TO TAXPAYERS.

at

Sunny Brook ranch, formerly known
as Harvey's lower ranch.
T. T. TURNER.

HYGEIA ICE
THE
MADE FROM PURE DISTILLED WATER
.

MONEY SAVED.

Have

STRAWBERRIES
at

Pure Cream.

.V

2,000

Dear

L7o

California aid Irkiosaw

1. 1'

Phone 144 aod 145

1

NEW MEXICO.

Phone Main 21

Mil

school

RAYNOLDS,

t

Bananas I

-

Oranges,
New Apricots
. New Cherries

will please you.

Wo

hij-gin- e

CAPITAL aod SURPLUS $130.00Q.OO.
-

'
,

'

--

Jiie First National Bank
JEFFERSONE. D. RAYNOLDS,
,
. Cashier.

Wax Beans

'

If you can persistently lay aside a certain
portion of your savings each week or month,
there is no doubt about you, being a success
financially.
This Bank will help you to make the test,
andfurnish a safe depository for your funds,
with interest at 4 per cent on time deposits.

OF LAS VEGAS.

Asparagus. :
Radishes
Fresh Tomatoes,

SPAPEH'S

"The Great I Am," which is the
class title of this
year's high school clas3
play, ."The Great I Am," which will play, is something new in amateur
be gien at the Duncan on Thursday school performances.
The students
evening, are 25, 50 and 75 cents. The this year have deviated from Shaken
sale of tickets opens tomorrow morn- teare and taken up comedy, which
ing at 10 o'clock at the box1 office and should be a welcome change. No
Indications are that there Will be t one can or should afford to miss thi-rush to secure tickets;
play, which promises to be the most
successful ever given by the local
The Santa Fe company has a large
high school.
force of men af work moving' their
tracks at the Bridge street' crossing,
An official Inquiry was held on
in order to make room for the ap- Sunday last at the office of Division
Superintendent J, M. Kurn, to place
the responsibility for the wreck on
May 3 one mile west of Kennedy
junction, when eastbound ' passenge
train No. 10 ran into the rear of a
dead freight. Engineer John R. Kirk,
who was at the throttle of ths
drawing No. 10, was exonerate-from all blame. However he received
15 demerit marks for wearing colored
glasses, which under ' the rules are
prohibited. Engineer Kirk is one of
the best engineers on this' division
and, his friends will be glad to learn
he was claared of the chirge Of

Phone. 13L

Lettuce,

Soup Bunches

v-- -

' Prices for the high

Cucumbers.

Rhubarb,
Young dnions,

The local J. E. Rosenwald lodge
No. 545, I. O. B. B., will hold its reg-

,

Choicest"

New Cabbage,

-

afternoon.

VEGETABLES

"The Season'

KANSAS CITY 'N" NATIVE

,

Mrs. F. H. Pierce- haa issued invi
tations for a euchre party on Friday

"

-

.

"Th. Great

I Am?" See him firm. ".
Thursday night at the Duncan opeia
house in the high' school class play.
Juanita, Maria Gonzales de Martinez
has been appointed administratrix of
Photographs' inade by Waterman the estate of Romualdo Martinez late
'
",
are seen in Ploner building. .
of Los Alamos, j
Who is

Low Prices.

H. O. BROWN TRADiflG CO.,
'

STORE THAT'S ALWAYS BUSY

SON

(EL

'
,
DEALERS IN
v
ALPALVa. HAY and GRAIN, BULK SEEDS,
VEHICLES IMPLEMENTS and WAGONS,.
'
' Get Our Prices before buying.
"
Phone Main 85
i
Bridge Street.

S"terri &

allowed

No fi&hlng or hunting
L. H. Mosimann ranch. .

-

"

8BB US

shop.

Use

mw

1

fffl. Illelil."

Ludwf

7

rorprlse you

N

nights

J

Iron FlowerourVaM, Setteea.
cuitiiugurB
etc., buowii iu
PrloMi
lowWlU

,

30c per pound
as published in last

1

Company
OHIO
$

worm
o. wuu,
Hjold
wood fence. Yt taj
Price less than a respectable
not replace your old one now witli a neat, at- -

at

Which

f

ITfa Stewart Iron Works

Meadow (Sold Butter
l

v -

NU0TurP

atpregeiit .ipakingf

For the next few das only,
will give a special discount of

on any Boy's or Child's suit
'""'3 the House.

These suits flfe rtiarta hir
jieimef, Stein & C&.---

in-

VAer- -

T,

Tim

'

JJ,
VTRAGOOn

Extra Good.

The Eostca Clotliln
I

Koosa

MJ GR.EENBKRGKR:
"

Proprietor- -

